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 TO: 

 CHAIR AND MEMBERS 

PLANNING & ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE 

 FROM: JOHN M. FLEMING 
MANAGING DIRECTOR, PLANNING AND CITY PLANNER 

 SUBJECT: ACCESS MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES AND TRANSPORTATION 
IMPACT ASSESSMENT GUIDELINES 

OFFICIAL PLAN AMENDMENT 
PUBLIC PARTICIPATION MEETING ON 

AUGUST 20, 2012 

  

 

 RECOMMENDATION 

 
That, on the recommendation of the Director of Land Use Planning and City Planner, based on 
the application of the City of London to adopt City of London Access Management Guidelines 
and Transportation Impact Assessment Guidelines as Guideline Documents pursuant to Section 
19.2.2 of the Official Plan: 
 

a) the “Access Management Guidelines”, attached hereto as Appendix 1, and the 
“Transportation Impact Assessment Guidelines”, attached hereto as Appendix 2, BE 
ADOPTED as Guideline Documents pursuant to Section 19.2.2 of the Official Plan; and, 
 

b) the attached proposed by-law BE INTRODUCED at the Municipal Council meeting on 
August 28, 2012 to amend the Official Plan to add  “Access Management Guidelines”, 
and “Transportation Impact Assessment Guidelines” to the list of Council approved 
Guideline Documents in Section 19.2.2 ii) of the Official Plan 

 

PREVIOUS REPORTS PERTINENT TO THIS MATTER 

 
Built and Natural Environment Committee – September 26, 2011, Access Management and 
Transportation Impact Assessment Guidelines. 
 

 BACKGROUND 

 
Draft Access Management Guidelines and Transportation Impact Assessment Guidelines have 
been in use by City staff and the development community for the past few years. These 
guidelines provide direction to the applicants and their consultants in the preparation of 
comprehensive submissions related to traffic and transportation matters. The Access 
Management Guidelines and Traffic Impact Assessment technical documents identify the 
required works for the applicants when completing an Environmental Assessment, Area Plan, 
Transportation Impact Assessment, or any other form of transportation study.   
 
The City’s Official Plan provides for the adoption of guideline documents to provide more 
detailed direction for the implementation of Official Plan policies.  These guideline documents 
may provide specific direction for the preparation and review of development proposals, the 
identification of conditions to development approval, or the planning of improvements to public 
services and facilities. 
 
In September of 2011, the draft Access Management Guidelines and Transportation Impact 
Assessment Guidelines were presented to the Built and Natural Environment Committee, and 
were circulated to London Development Institute, the London Engineering & Area Planning 
Consultants, the London Transit Commission, and other interested parties for review and 
comment.  Following this consultation, these draft Guidelines have been revised and are 
recommended for adoption as Guideline Documents pursuant to Section 19.2.2 of the Official 
Plan. 
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What is Access Management?  
 
Transportation Association of Canada defines access management as “… a comprehensive 
process through which a provincial or municipal jurisdiction effectively manages the provision of 
access to the public road system for new development or re-development. The primary 
objective is to provide safe and orderly access consistent with the functional and operational 
requirements of the public roads and the accessibility needs of the adjacent land uses”.  
 
The purpose of the Access Management Guidelines (attached as Appendix 1) is to provide a 
framework for access control that will maintain a high level of service for through-traffic, while 
providing reasonable access to abutting properties. The overall goals of the guideline are to 
reduce collisions, alleviate traffic congestion, reduce energy consumption, preserve the long 
term integrity of the traffic movement function, protect pedestrians and promote an aesthetically 
pleasing arterial corridor. 
 
What is a Transportation Impact Assessment?  
 
The goal of a Transportation Impact Assessment (attached as Appendix 2) is to identify how 
multiple modes of transportation (automobiles, public transit, walking, cycling, etc.) will work 
together in a proposed development and identifies what infrastructure is required to support the 
development. The TIA should demonstrate that the transportation impacts of a proposed 
development or redevelopment will be manageable and that the transportation aspects of the 
proposal are consistent with the objectives and policies of the City of London.  
 
The TIA evaluates the current road network and traffic patterns in the area and addresses what 
impact the new development will have on the roads and traffic patterns. It should include the 
classification of both external and internal roads while identifying required changes to existing 
infrastructure (e.g., road widening, signal timing, pedestrian routes, etc.) as a result of the 
additional vehicle, cycling, transit and pedestrian trips generated by the new development. 
 
 

 PUBLIC CONSULTATION 

 
On October 3, 2011, the Municipal Council resolved “That, on the recommendation of the Acting 
Director, Roads and Transportation, the attached Draft Access Management Guidelines and 
Transportation Impact Assessment Guidelines BE CIRCULATED to the London Development 
Institute, the London Engineering & Area Planning Consultants, the London Transit 
Commission, and other interested parties for review and comment”.   
 
The following groups and stakeholders within the community were circulated the Draft Access 
Management Guidelines and Transportation Impact Assessment Guidelines: 
 

 London Development Institute (LDI) 
 London Consulting Engineers of Ontario 
 Urban League of London 
 London Transit Commission 
 Transportation Advisory Committee 

 
Feedback and comments were received from some of the noted groups and can be found in 
Appendix 3. Most of the comments received were technical in nature and have been 
accommodated in the revised final guideline documents attached to this report. It should be 
noted that the guidelines were previously circulated internally, and all comments received were 
addressed and accommodated before circulating the guidelines externally.  
 
In addition to the technical comments, LDI provided a few general comments on the guidelines. 
The following summarizes these comments with responses: 
 

 “The TIA guideline requests detailed zoning and site plan by-law information to be 
included in the analysis that is not required to complete a TIA.” 

 
As indicated in Section 2.2 of the TIA guidelines, the level of detail and the required 
components of the TIA will be a function of the location, size, and operation of the 
development proposal. 
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 “The City should place a greater reliance on the information included in the City’s 
Transportation Master Plan (TMP), the DC Transportation Background Study, Planning 
Area Plans/Secondary Plans and the Growth Management Implementation Strategy 
(GMIS) to scope the requirements to complete a TIA or a Traffic Impact Statement 
(TIS).” 

 
The noted studies are generally very high level studies. The City does rely on these studies 
as reference and background information or materials to be used when preparing a TIA. The 
Guideline requires consultation with staff on the scope of a TIA, which will consider 
background information from higher level studies. 

 
 “The TIA guidelines place an emphasis on the developer’s consultant to review issues 

related to transit demand and transit operations that should be the responsibility of the 
London Transit Commission. This section needs to be qualified so that it relates to only 
the type of developments that may create increased transit demand such as major 
commercial or institutional developments.” 

 
As noted above, the level of detail and the required components of the TIA will be a function 
of the location, size, and operation of a development proposal. Through discussion with City 
staff, many considerations or issues related to transit may not be applicable to the 
development site/area. 

 
 “The majority of the traffic analysis being reviewed in a TIA relates to land use planning 

that could be best reviewed by a transportation planner on staff in either the Planning 
Division or the Development Approval Business Unit (DABU) where they would have 
input on long term land use and transportation planning issues as well as reviewing 
development applications.” 

 
In most cases, developments will have site specific information that only the developer or 
developer’s consultant know. City staff provide all the available traffic data, long-term land 
use, and recommendations of the Transportation Master Plan that are related to the TIA 
scope of work. Staff work to coordinate effort within Development, Planning and 
Transportation functional areas. A TIA is not scoped in isolation. 

 
 

 CONCLUSION 

 
The purpose of the Access Management Guidelines and Transportation Impact Assessment 
Guidelines are to provide applicants, development and transportation consultants with the 
framework to prepare studies related to traffic and transportation matters.  The overall goals of 
these guidelines are to provide a safe transportation network system, and to identify how 
multiple modes of transportation (cars, public transit, walking, cycling, etc.) will work together in 
a proposed development, and what transportation infrastructure is required to support a 
development.   
 
The intent of the proposed Official Plan amendment is to formally adopt the City of London 
Access Management Guidelines and Transportation Impact Assessment Guideline document as 
Guideline Documents pursuant to Section 19.2.2 of the Official Plan, and to add the documents 
to the list of guideline documents.  
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Appendix "A" 
 
 
      Bill No. (number to be inserted by Clerk's Office) 
      2012 
 
 
      By-law No. C.P.-1284-  
 

A by-law to amend the Official Plan for the City of 
London, 1989 relating to a City-wide policy. 

 
 
  The Municipal Council of The Corporation of the City of London enacts as 
follows: 
 
1.  Amendment No. (to be inserted by Clerk's Office) to the Official Plan for the City 
of London Planning Area – 1989, as contained in the text attached hereto and forming part of 
this by-law, is adopted. 
 
2.  This by-law shall come into effect in accordance with subsection 17(38) of the 
Planning Act, R.S.O. 1990, c.P.13. 
 
 
  PASSED in Open Council on August 28, 2012. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       Joe Fontana 
       Mayor 
 
 
 
 
 
       Catharine Saunders 
       City Clerk  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
First Reading – August 28, 2012 
Second Reading - August 28, 2012 
Third Reading - August 28, 2012 
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AMENDMENT NO. 

 
to the 

 
OFFICIAL PLAN FOR THE CITY OF LONDON 

 
 
A. PURPOSE OF THIS AMENDMENT 
 

The purpose of this Amendment is to adopt the Access Management Guidelines 
and Transportation Impact Assessment Guidelines as Guideline Documents and to 
amend Section 19.2.2 ii) of the Official Plan by adding  Access Management 
Guidelines and Transportation Impact Assessment Guidelines to the list of  
guideline documents. 

 
 
B. LOCATION OF THIS AMENDMENT 
 

This Amendment applies to lands located City-wide in the City of London. 
 
C. BASIS OF THE AMENDMENT 
 

Section 19.2.2 of the Official Plan enables Municipal Council to adopt guideline 
documents to provide detailed direction for the implementation of Official Plan 
policies.  Guideline documents may provide specific direction for the preparation 
and review of development proposals, the identification of conditions of 
development approval, or the planning of improvements to public services and 
facilities. 
 
The purpose of the Access Management Guidelines and Transportation Impact 
Assessment Guidelines are to provide applicants, development and transportation 
consultants with the framework to prepare studies related to traffic and 
transportation matters.  The overall goals of these guidelines are to provide a safe 
transportation network system, and to identify how multiple modes of transportation 
(cars, public transit, walking, cycling, etc.) will work together in a proposed 
development, and what transportation infrastructure is required to support a 
development.   

 
D. THE AMENDMENT 
 
 The Official Plan for the City of London is hereby amended by adding the following: 
  
 19.2.2. ii) (ag) Transportation Impact Study Guidelines 
   (ah) Access Management Guidelines 
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DISCLAIMER 
 

The Access Management Guidelines is not intended to be used as a basis for establishing 
civil liability. The material presented in this text was carefully researched and presented 
based on an industry scan of other jurisdictions and governing bodies. However, no 
warranty expressed or implied is made on the accuracy of the contents or their extraction 
from reference to publications. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This document recommends guidelines for Access Management in the City of London.  The purpose of 
the guidelines are to provide a framework for access control that will maintain a high level of service for 
through-traffic, while providing reasonable access to abutting properties.  The overall goals of the 
guideline are to reduce collisions, alleviate traffic congestion, reduce energy consumption, preserve 
the long term integrity of the traffic movement function, and promote an aesthetically pleasing arterial 
corridor.  These guidelines are intended to manage the provision of access to the public road system 
for new development or redevelopment, and proactively through corridor reconstruction.  The 
recommended guidelines are based on an industry scan of other jurisdictions and governing bodies.   

In this document, the words “shall”, “should” and “may” are used to describe specific conditions 
concerning these guidelines.  To clarify the meaning intended in this document by these words, the 
following definitions shall apply: 

1. SHALL or MUST - a mandatory condition.  This falls under the categories of “Legal 
Requirement(s), or “Interpretation”. Where certain requirements in the design or application of 
the device are described with the “shall” stipulation, it is mandatory when an installation is made 
that these requirements be met.  

2. SHOULD - an advisory condition.  This falls under the category of “Recommended Practice”. 
Where the word “should” is used, it is considered to be advisable usage, recommended but not 
mandatory. 

3. MAY - a permissive condition.  This falls under the category of “Guideline”. No requirement for 
design or application is intended. 

List of Guidelines 

The following lists the guidelines that are addressed in this document: 

 Access Layout; 

 Turning restrictions; 

 Roadway features; and 
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 Parking operations. 

Documentation Scan 

The following documents were reviewed in performing the industry scan: 

 Ontario Highway Traffic Act Regulations; 

 Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices for Canada TAC, 4th Edition; 

 Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices, FHWA; 

 Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) Traffic Engineering Handbook, 5th Edition; 

 ITE Transportation and Land Development, 2nd Edition. 

Jurisdiction Scan 

 Region of Durham; 

 Region of Halton; 

 City of Toronto; 

 City of Calgary; 

 City of Edmonton; 

 City of Regina; 

 City of Saskatoon. 

Reference Documents 

The following is a list of reference documents that should be consulted in conjunction with these 
guidelines: 

City of London Documents: 

 Site Plan Control Area By-law; 

 Subdivision and Development Manual; 

 Transportation Design Specifications; 

 The Official Plan; 

 Transportation Impact Study Guidelines. 

External Documents: 

 TAC – Geometric Design Guide for Canadian Roads. 
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1.3. Number of Accesses 

The number of new driveways that will be permitted to a specific site depends on several factors: the density 
and type of land use, the classification of the adjacent roadway, the type of operations that will be permitted 
at the new driveway(s), and the location and operating activity of existing driveways or local road 
connections.  The implementation of joint accesses and/or common internal drives is encouraged. 

Practice 

Direct access to an arterial road must be minimized, and therefore, all proposed driveways must be justified.  
The developer must first pursue alternate access arrangements as follows: 

 Obtain access from the collector or local road network; 

 Attempt to negotiate joint accesses and/or common internal drive arrangement with adjacent 
property owners; 

 Develop private “commercial service roads” on-site, with adjacent property owners, to manage 
traffic circulation needs on-site. 

Joint accesses are encouraged and/or may be required to minimize the number of driveways onto arterial 
roads.  The City may place a 0.3 metres (1foot) reserve along the edge of these road allowances to prevent 
the addition of driveways. 

The preference of the City is for one driveway per development to an abutting arterial roadway.  Where 
development is consolidating existing parcels, consolidation and/or removal of existing driveways may be 
required.  Where development is being undertaken in a phased implementation, temporary driveways may 
be permitted until such time that the ultimate access to the development has been made, at which time the 
temporary driveway shall be removed.  Additional driveway access to the arterial road network will be 
subject to special considerations such as traffic analyses justifying the need for additional access to improve 
safety, flow and/or circulation and shall meet the spacing requirements set forth in Section 1.4 of this 
guideline. 

1.4. Access Connection Spacing 

There are three types of access connections to City of London roads: 

 Signalized intersections / signalized driveways 
 Major access connections (intersections and significant driveways) 
 Minor access connections (driveways) 

 
All significant driveway access connections shall meet or exceed the connection spacing requirements of the 
appropriate road class as specified in Tables 1-1 to 1-3.   A significant driveway is defined as a driveway 
serving a land use or development block that generates 100 or more vehicles per day during traffic peak 
periods.  
 

1.4.1  Signalized Intersections /  Driveways 
 

Table 1-1 contains the desirable and minimum allowable spacing for signalized intersections on City of 
London roadways. 
 
Expressways are to be grade separated with freeways, other expressways or arterial roads.  At-grade 
intersections with arterial roads may occur at widely spaced intervals greater than or equal to 800m.  For 
urban divided arterial roadways, the desirable signal spacing may be reduced from 800m to 400m if the 
subject signal, to the satisfaction of the City Engineer, maintains the capacity and safety of the arterial 
corridor, or if the signal does not impact signal progression excessively. 
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On arterial and collector roadways, the signal spacing may only be reduced if substantiated through the 
submission of a comprehensive corridor analysis and transportation impact study, analysing all possible 
alternatives and taking into consideration land use and community factors. 
 

Table 1-1: Spacing Between Signalized Intersections / Driveways 

Class Desirable Minimum 

Expressways Grade Separated 800 m 

Rural Arterial 800 m 400 m 

Divided Urban Arterial 800 m 400 m 

Urban Arterial 400 m 215 m 

Primary Collector 300 m 215 m 

 

1.4.2  Major Access Connections 
 

a) Spacing from signalized intersections. 
 
On collector and urban arterial roadways, the minimum spacing between a major access point and a 
signalized intersection is 215 m.  This is to allow for the potential future signalization of the major access 
connection without compromising the minimum spacing requirements between signalized intersections, as 
per Table 1-2. 

Table 1-2: Spacing from Signalized Intersections 

Class Desirable Minimum 

Expressways N/A N/A 

Rural Arterial 800 m 400 m 

Divided Urban Arterial 800 m 400 m  

Urban Arterial 300 m 215 m 

Primary Collector 300 m 215 m 

Collector N/A 215 m 

 
b) Spacing between major access connections. 

 
The following minimum spacing guidelines apply to all major access connections: 
 

Table 1-3: Minimum Spacing between Major Access Connections 

Class Full Moves Right-in / Right-out 

Expressways N/A N/A 

Rural Arterial 300 m 150 m 

Divided Urban Arterial 200 m 75 m 

Urban Arterial 150 m 75 m 

Primary Collector 100 m 60 m 

Note: 
i. Intersection/driveway spacing shall be measured from centre-line to centre-line. 
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ii. Additional spacing over and above that set forth in Table 1-3 may be required if determined that there 
is insufficient left turn queue storage or weave manoeuvre area between adjacent intersections.  This 
determination shall be made under peak conditions. 

iii. Major access connections are not permitted on Expressway roadways. 
 
Reference 
York Region Access Guideline for Regional Roads 
 

1.4.3  Minor Access Connections 
 

1.4.3.1 At Stop Controlled Intersection 

Practice 

A minimum corner clearance of 60 metres should be provided from the centre line of an arterial intersection 
and the centre line of a proposed driveway at a stop-controlled intersection.  If this minimum clearance 
cannot be obtained, then the driveway or access should be placed at the far limit of the property.  If that is the 
case, a traffic analysis has to be conducted, with traffic volumes projected 5 years into the future. 

“Where minimum corner clearance cannot be met, directional prohibitions: right-in and right-out, or right in, or 
right-out may be implemented and/or required.” 

Additional clearance may be required to ensure that the driveway movements do not conflict with intersection 
movements.  In addition, a full movement driveway must be clear of the start of the taper for the left turn 
storage lane.  Exhibit 1-3 illustrates the Corner Clearance. 

Exhibit 1-3:  Corner Clearance 
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Typically, a further restriction to this practice is made in the case of vehicle service stations (“gas stations”). 
Only one driveway is desirable on an arterial road, located at the edge of the property. The permitted 
movements are typically limited to right in/right out.  

References 

Metro Toronto Transportation Access Management Guidelines 
Transportation and Land Development, Chapter 6: Access Locations for Site Development, page 6-25. 
 
1.4.3.2 At Signal Controlled Intersection 

Practice 

A minimum corner clearance of 75 metres should be provided from the centre line of an arterial signalized 
intersection and the centre line of a proposed driveway adjacent a traffic signal-controlled intersection.  If this 
minimum clearance cannot be obtained, then the driveway or access clearance should be placed at the far 
limit of the property.  Furthermore, a traffic analysis has to be conducted with traffic volumes projected 5 
years into the future, to address potential impacts on traffic operations. 

“Where minimum corner clearance cannot be met, directional prohibitions: right-in and right-out, or right in, or 
right-out may be implemented and/or required.” 

Additional clearance may be required to ensure that the driveway movements do not conflict with intersection 
movements.  In addition, a full movement driveway must be clear of the start of the taper for the left turn 
storage lane.  Exhibit 1-3 illustrates the Corner Clearance.  These guidelines apply to both public roads and 
private roads connecting to a signalized intersection. 

Typically, an exception to this practice is made in the case of vehicle service stations (“gas stations”). Only 
one driveway is desirable on an arterial road, located at the edge of the property. The permitted movements 
are typically limited to right in/right out.  

References 

Metro Toronto Transportation Access Management Guidelines 
Transportation and Land Development, Chapter 6: Access Locations for Site Development, page 6-25. 
 
1.4.3.3 Minimum Driveway Separation Distance 

The spacing of driveways is related to the number and location of existing adjacent driveways and the 
number of new unsignalized intersections (driveways) proposed to serve the subject site.  Two key factors 
influence minimum spacing requirements: traffic activity to/from the arterial road and the specific design 
elements of the proposed driveway.  Spacing criteria seek to achieve the following objectives: 

 Clearly identify which property the driveway is serving; 

 Minimize the conflict areas between vehicles that enter/exit the proposed driveway, existing 
driveways, and the arterial road; 

 Maintain usable boulevards between driveways for the placement of utilities, traffic control 
devices and road amenities. 

  Practice  

 Strict applications of traffic engineering criteria may place desirable spacing requirements at 150 
metres along an arterial roadway.  However, this type of spacing is mostly unacceptable in several 
urban and suburban environments.  Typically, a spacing of 30 – 60 metres is used along an arterial or 
primary collector roadway. The minimum spacing between two driveways should be the sum of the 
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minimum curb radii (R), and a 10-metre tangent (T).  If the 10-metre tangent requirement cannot be 
achieved, provisions for a joint access connection should be considered.  The radii are determined by 
the type of land use, as outlined in Table 1-6. Exhibit 1-4 illustrates arterial minimum driveway spacing. 

Exhibit 1-4:  Arterial Minimum Driveway Spacing 

References 

Traffic Engineering Handbook, Chapter 10, Page 316 
Part 2 of the TAC Geometric Design Guide for Canadian Roads (1999), Section 3.2.9.8 
Metro Toronto Transportation Access Management Guidelines 

1.5. Interchange Access Offset Spacing 

Interchanges provide the means of moving traffic between freeways, expressways and crossroads.  As a 
general rule, public road, commercial / private road and private access connections are not to be located 
within the functional interchange area, unless the location meets the City’s offset spacing criteria as identified 
in Exhibit 1-5.  Access connections are not permitted within a right-turn channelization, auxiliary lane, taper 
or similar facility at an interchange. It should be noted that under the public transportation and Highway 
Improvement Act, the Ministry of Transportation has jurisdiction over the provision of all access connections 
within 400 metres of an intersection with a Provincial Highway. 
 
The Functional Interchange Area is the section of crossing road that extends both upstream and downstream 
from the physical freeway or expressway ramp terminal area itself.  The area is controlled to enable a 
motorist to enter and pass through the ramp terminal intersection before having to consider a potential 
conflict at a subsequent access connection. 
 
Practice – Access Connection Offset Spacing Criteria 
 
Adequate spacing and access design for crossroads in the vicinity of interchanges avoids traffic backups 
onto the mainline and preserves safe and efficient traffic operation. Recommended access spacing adjacent 
to an interchange is indicated in Table 1-4 and Exhibit 1-5. 
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1.6. Capacity and Level-of-Service 

Any access connection to the arterial road system must offer sufficient capacity for all movements permitted.  
Left turn movements from the arterial road network must provide sufficient reserve capacity (v/c ratio <0.90) 
and a good level-of-service (level-of-service D or better).  Left turns movement onto the arterial road network 
must have sufficient capacity (v/c<1.00) and manageable delays and queues.  Signalized access points 
must allow for adequate capacity (v/c <0.90), and favourable road environment conditions.  Where an 
acceptable level-of-service can not be maintained during peak hour conditions, and/or if there is potential to 
create unacceptable adverse operational and safety impacts on the arterial road network, directional 
prohibitions, rights-in and right-out, or right-in, or right-out may be implemented and/or required.  Other 
mitigating measures such as roadway or traffic control improvements, joint access and/or common internal 
drive may also be necessary to facilitate access to the arterial road network. 
 
Reference: Regional Municipality of Halton, Access Management Policy for Regional Roads 
 
 
1.7. Alignment of Opposing Accesses 

The introduction of a new driveway impacts directly on the existing traffic operations to and from the arterial 
road.  Careful integration of a new driveway into the existing operating character of the arterial road is 
required to minimize turning conflicts and disruption to through traffic, subject to Section 1.4.2. 

Practice 

A centreline of a new driveway to the arterial road should align with the centreline of any opposing existing 
driveway or road. In some circumstances, an offset to the right may also be allowable. Exhibit 1-6 illustrates 
the driveway alignment. 

Exhibit 1-6:  Centreline Alignment 
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Exhibit 1-7:  Spacing considerations for opposing driveways 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Reference 
 
Figure U.K.6.4 TAC URBAN Supplement to the Geometric Design Guide for Canadian Roads. April 1995 
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1.8. Angle of Access Centreline 

The angle of intersection is the degree at which a driveway or road intersects with the arterial road as 
measured between the centreline of the new driveway and the centreline of the arterial road.  It is desirable 
that the centreline of the new driveway and the centreline of the arterial road meet at or nearly at right angles 
to ensure safe sight visibility when manoeuvring to and from the site. 

Practice 

The angle of intersection at which a new driveway intersects with the arterial road should be 90 degrees as 
illustrated in Exhibit 1-8.  The angle of intersection must not be less than 70 degrees or greater than 110 
degrees.  The exception is access arrangements for vehicle service stations that are permitted one-way 
operation driveways with 45 degrees to 60 degrees angles due to the unique operating nature of this type of 
facility. 

References: MTO Geometric Design Guidelines for Ontario Highways, Metro Toronto Transportation Access 
Management Guidelines 

Exhibit 1-8:  Angle of Intersection 

 
1.9. Site Inter-Connection  

Service station sites are unique in that they rely significantly on pass-by traffic and are thereby permitted 
unique access arrangements of two or more access points located in close proximity to 
unsignalized/signalized intersections.  For these reasons, activities between these sites and adjacent lands 
must be controlled. Site inter-connection can be positive if it promotes synergy between adjacent land uses, 
and properly removes traffic from the adjacent road network. Conversely, site inter-connection can be 
negative if it promotes “shortcutting”, and results in an increased volume of traffic entering an arterial road 
through an access located in close proximity to an intersection. Vehicular inter-connection between service 
station sites and adjacent lands must be justified.                               
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1.10. Joint Access / Common Internal Driveways 

Any property fronting onto a public street is entitled to an access drive except where there is a 0.3 metre (1 
foot) reserve; access is permitted on another street where joint access has been established through a 
consent / severance.  Joint access and common internal driveways reduce the number of direct access 
points to the arterial road, and minimize the opportunity for turning conflicts to occur on the municipal road 
network.  They are used to connect both minor and major developments and to improve driveway spacing, 
which allows intensive development of a corridor, while maintaining efficient traffic operations, and safe and 
convenient access to business.  This type of access can also be beneficial in providing flexibility to meet local 
municipal objectives relating to such things as parking, loading facilities and landscaping, with a 0.3 metre (1 
foot) reserve registered on title to prevent additional property access.  Where minimum access spacing 
requirements cannot be achieved for a particular property adjacent to an arterial roadway, access shall be 
consolidated or a joint access and/or common internal drive system shall be established or planned, provided 
that the adjacent land use(s) is complementary in nature. 

Proposed minor developments with arterial road frontage adjacent to complementary land uses are 
encouraged to implement a system of joint access and/or a common internal driveway to facilitate traffic flow 
between sites.   
 
Proposed major developments adjacent to an arterial road frontage are encouraged (and may be required) 
to implement a system of common internal drives to provide access to adjacent complementary land uses.  
The site design shall incorporate the following: 
 
 The site plan design should clearly depict all works associated to implement the joint access; 
 If a common internal drive is required, the plans should show all works necessary to build the drive to 

the property line and including a temporary barrier to be removed when the common internal drive is 
constructed on the adjoining property; 

 A continuous service drive or common internal drive corridor extending the entire length of each block 
served, to provide for driveway separation consistent with this Access Guideline;  

 A design width sufficient to accommodate two-way travel, accommodating private automobiles, service 
vehicles, loading vehicles and emergency vehicles;  

 The design must have consideration for adequate traffic control and traffic operation, provide adequate 
clear throat distance between cross drive isles and the arterial road to accommodate access and 
egress to / from the site, and must have consideration for pedestrian connections between sites; and 

 
Pursuant to this section of the Access Guideline, affected property owners shall: 
 
 Construct joint access in such way to allow adjacent property owner(s) to use the access for ingress 

and egress to and from their property; 
 Record an agreement that remaining access rights along the subject corridor will be dedicated to the 

City of London and pre-existing driveways will be closed and eliminated following construction of the 
joint access and common internal driveways; and 

 
Practice 

The use of mutually-shared driveway arrangements is strongly encouraged.  Their use is ideal when there is 
more than one business development at a given location, or a series of adjacent developments proposed 
over time.  This type of driveway must be registered on title of both properties in order to protect the interests 
of both property owners in the event that either of the properties is sold.  Exhibit 1.8 illustrates Joint Access 
driveway arrangement with a 0.3 metre reserve registered across the front of the property to prevent 
additional access to the property. 
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Exhibit 1-9:  Joint Access 

 
 

Reference: York Region Access Guideline for Regional Roads 

1.11. Grade 

Access to/from above-grade or below-grade parking facilities is provided by ramps.  An at-grade landing is 
required between the ramp to the parking facility and the arterial road to ensure that adequate visibility is 
maintained for both pedestrian and vehicular activities. 

Practice 

An at-grade landing, with a maximum gradient of one (1%) percent for high volume driveways and three (3%) 
percent for low to moderate volume driveways must be provided for a minimum distance of 3.0 metres from 
the right-of-way limit (property line) to ensure safe sight lines for vehicular and pedestrian traffic.  A maximum 
grade of four (4%) percent for high volume driveways and eight (8%) percent for low-moderate volume 
driveways will be permitted for any further ramping within 3.0 to 6.0 metres of the right-of-way limit.  Plan and 
profile views of an at-grade landing are illustrated in Exhibit 1-10 and  

Exhibit 1-11 respectively.  

Exhibit 1-10:  Plan View of an At-Grade Landing 
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Exhibit 1-11:  Profile View of an At-Grade Landing 

 

Exhibit 1-11 shows the acceptable driveway grades and grade changes. 

 

 
Table 1-5: Driveway Grades and Grade Changes 

Driveway 
Volume4 

Grade, G1
2, 3 Grade, G2, 

Maximum 

Maximum 
Grade 
Change, D1 

Maximum 
Grade 
Change, D2 Min1 Max2 

High 1.0% 1.0% 
+4.0% 

+3.0% +3.0% 
-2.0% 

Low-
Moderate 

1.0% 3.0% 
+8.0% 

+5.0% +5.0% 
-4.0% 

Notes: 

1. 0.5% acceptable as absolute minimum. 
2. Downgrades avoided to control street drainage. 
3. Assumes the street has a normal cross slope of 2.0%. 
4. High: 1500 vehicles/day; Moderate: >750 to1500 vehicles/day; Low: 25 to 750 vehicles/day. 

References: Part 2 of the TAC Geometric Design Guide for Canadian Roads (1999), Figure 3.2.9.5. 

1.12. Sight Line Distance 

As determined from Figure E3-8 (shown below) of the MTO Geometric Design Standards for Ontario 
Highways, the following sight distances shall be provided at intersections and accesses: 

a) On new street intersections and major accesses such as large commercial or industrial 
development, the desirable decision sight distance shall be provided; 

b) On all other new accesses, the minimum decision sight distance shall be provided; 
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c) For existing accesses and single family residences, the minimum stopping sight distance shall 
be provided. 

This figure assumes a line of sight from the driver of a vehicle entering the intersection (1.05 metres above 
the pavement surface) to the headlights of an approaching vehicle (at height 0.38 metres).  Note also that 
section 4.24 of City of London By-Law Z-1 may require a further setback from the right-of-way of structures 
and landscaping over 1 metre in height.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

1.13. Access Widths 

The lack of adequate driveway size can significantly influence safe and efficient traffic operation to/from the 
road; therefore it is important to provide adequate driveway width (W) and radii (R).  Factors that must be 
considered include: the proposed land use, the type of operation (1-way or 2-way traffic flow), the volume of 
traffic, and the type of vehicles the driveway will serve. For example, if the driveway is to serve as a fire 
route, then the Ontario Building Code shall apply. Plans must be adequately dimensioned to simplify review 
process.  

Width 

Driveway width (W) should be restrictive enough to discourage erratic manoeuvres, control the location and 
angle of conflict points, and limit entry/exit to the intended number of lanes of operation.  Whether a driveway 
will operate with one-way or two-way traffic flow must also be considered.  

One-Way Driveway 
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A one-way driveway operates with a single entry or exit lane, as illustrated in Exhibit 1-12. 

Practice 

The minimum width of a one-way driveway measured at the throat ranges from 3.0 metres to 5.0 metres 
depending on the land use of the development, as outlined in Table 1-6. 

Two-Way Driveway 

A two-way driveway operates with at least one entry and one exit lane through a single driveway point, as 
illustrated in Exhibit 1-12. 

Practice 

The minimum width of a two-way driveway, measured at the throat, ranges from 6.0 metres to 9.0 metres 
depending on the land use of the development, as outlined in Table 1-6. 

 
Exhibit 1-12:  Driveway Layouts 

 
   

   

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 
     

         

 

 
 

 
 

 

Table 1-6: Driveway Dimensions 
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Land Use 

One-way Width 
(in metres) 

Two-way Width 
(in metres) 

Radius3 
(in metres) 

Min1 Max2 Min1 Max2 Min1 Max2 

Residential (medium, 
high density blocks) 

3.0 4.3 6.0 7.3 6.0 9.0 

Commercial 4.5 7.5 6.7 12.0 9.0 12.0 

Industrial 5.0 9.0 9.0 15.0 9.0 15.0 

  Notes: 

1. Minimum driveway widths are normally used with radii at or near the upper end of the range. 
2. Maximum driveway widths may be considered where more than one traffic lane (per direction) is 

required. 
3. TAC turning templates should be used. The WB-19 (~69ft) vehicle turning template is the minimum for 

truck accommodation. Appendix A shows a TAC turning template for a WB-19 truck. 
4. For residential single family, refer to City of London standard SR-2.0 
 

References: Part 2 of the TAC Geometric Design Guide for Canadian Roads (1999), Table 3.2.9.1 

1.14. Radii 

The radius of the curb is related to the turning path of a vehicle making a right turn to or from the site, and the 
width of the driveway.  The radius of the curb return or amount of flare/taper of the curb connecting the edge 
of throat of a driveway with the edge of the nearest travelled lane is an important element in ensuring that the 
driveway is accessible to all vehicular traffic. 

Practice 

The minimum curb radius ranges from 3.0 metres to 9.0 metres, depending on the type of land use being 
served by the driveway, as outlined in Table 1-6. The appropriate radius that permits the turning path of the 
vehicle to enter/exit the site without encroaching on the curb or the adjacent traffic lane is illustrated in Exhibit 
1-13.  

 

 

 

 

 

Exhibit 1-13:  Radii 
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1.15. Curb Radius – No Encroachment 

The introduction of a new driveway on a site should be developed entirely within the confines of the subject 
property so as not to negatively impact on development potential of adjacent sites. 

Practice 

The curb radius should not encroach on the frontage of the adjacent property.  Therefore, the end of the 
radius should not extend past the projected property line of the site to the street line as illustrated in Error! 
Reference source not found.14. 

Exhibit 1-14:  Curb Radius – No Encroachment 

 
 

1.16. Curb Return Design 

The curb return design provides distinct concrete curbing to facilitate the turning path of the vehicles turning 
to/from the driveway, without encroaching on adjacent travelled lanes, (if designed properly).  This design 
requires a curb cut and sidewalk ramps to accommodate pedestrians. 

Practice 

A curb return design must be provided at a driveway if traffic volumes are more than 750 vehicles per day 
and/or significant truck traffic is present, or it’s in an urban area.  Dimensions for the driveway width and radii 
are discussed in Table 1-6. Exhibit 1-15 illustrates the curb return design. 
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Exhibit 1-15:  Curb Return Design 

 

 
 Refer to City Of London Standard Contract Document for Municipal Construction Projects, Section B – Part 1 
- Roads.  
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2. ACCESS TURNING RESTRICTIONS 
 

2.1. Operating Requirements 

Turning movements must be controlled when safe and efficient traffic operations cannot be maintained 
between the arterial road or Primary Collector road and the proposed driveway.  There are two methods of 
controlling turning activities: (a) turn prohibitions and (b) turn restrictions. 

Turn prohibitions are controlled with the enactment of by-laws accompanied by appropriate signage. 

Turn restrictions are additionally controlled by geometric improvements to physically prohibit the specific 
turning movement(s). 

The enforcement of by-laws is difficult and, therefore, physical barriers are often required to provide an 
effective means of ensuring compliance with turning controls.  The installation of concrete islands/medians 
physically prevents the specific turning movement(s) and directs vehicles into the defined turning paths.  At 
some access points, full movements may be allowed in the short term, however the City may require that the 
owner accept that turning movements may be restricted in the future due to increased traffic volumes and/or 
safety concerns. The installation of Rights-In Rights-out islands (“Pork Chop”) is proven to be ineffective for 
restricting left turning movements to and from access point and not typically supported by the City. However, 
in some locations it is very difficult and/or impossible to implement on street raised concrete median and 
Rights-in Rights-out island may be considered (Must be approved by Transportation Planning and Design 
Division).  
 

Practice 

Specific turning movements to/from a driveway will be controlled if the turning movements cannot be 
executed safely and efficiently with minimal disruption to traffic operations on the arterial or primary 
collector road. 

 The criteria used to determine when turning control restrictions will be required are as follows: 

 An inbound left turn level-of-service (LOS) E or worse and v/c ratio => 0.9 during peak periods. 

 An outbound left turn level-of-service (LOS) E or worse and a v/c ratio => 0.9 during peak 
periods. 

 Adequate spacing between driveways is not provided (refer to Section 1.4 of this manual) to 
ensure that left turn conflicts are minimal. 

 Minimum safe sight distances must be maintained in order to execute the anticipated turning 
movements while minimizing interference with existing traffic operations on the arterial road. 

References  

TAC Geometric Design Guide for Canadian Roads, Section 3.2.9 of Part 2. 
ITE Transportation and Land Development, Chapter 5: Principles of Access Design, page 22. 
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2.2. Inbound Left-Turn Restriction 

 

Exhibit 2-1:  Inbound Left Turn Restriction to Driveways 
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2.3. Left-Turn Egress Restriction 

 

Exhibit 2-2:  Left Turn Egress Restriction from Driveway 
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2.4. Rights-In / Rights-Out 

Exhibit 2-3:  Both Left Turns Restricted 
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2.5. Rights-In / Rights-Out “Pork Chop”  

Exhibit 2-4:   Both Left Turns Restricted 
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The use of trees and/or landscape materials in centre medians and in some cases rights-in rights-out islands is 
encouraged when possible, providing adequate sight distance at driveway access connections is maintained, and 
to be reviewed and approved by the City during Site Plan Approval Process. 
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3. ROADWAY FEATURES 
3.1. Left Turn Lane 

The left turn lane requirements for two-lane, four-lane, and six-lane divided and undivided roadways shall be 
based on volume warrants and collision warrants as identified by an accepted transportation impact study. 

3.1.1 Volume Warrant 
Practice 

When opposing traffic volumes are such that left turning vehicles must wait for a gap to make their turn, they 
interfere with the through traffic.  The magnitude of this interference depends on the opposing volume, the 
advancing volume and the percentage of left turning vehicles. 

When traffic signals are warranted, storage lengths are subject to signal cycle timing.  Volume warrants for 
left turns are based upon capacity calculations for intersections. 

References 

Part 2 of the TAC Geometric Design Guide for Canadian Roads (1999), Page 2.3.8.1 

3.1.2 Coll ision Warrant 
Practice 

A left turn storage lane may be considered at locations where four or more collisions related to left turns 
occur per year or where six or more occur within a period of two years, provided the collisions are of a type 
which could reasonably be expected to be eliminated by provision of a left turn lane.  The minimum storage 
length for the collision warrant is 15 m. 

References 

Part 2 of the TAC Geometric Design Guide for Canadian Roads (1999), Page 2.3.8.1 

3.2. Right-Turn Lane 

Practice 

Although right turns are generally made more efficiently than left turn movements, exclusive right turn lanes 
are often provided, for many of the same reasons that left turn lanes are provided.  Right turns may face a 
conflicting pedestrian flow, but do not face a conflicting vehicular flow.  In general, an exclusive right turn lane 
should be considered when the volume of right turning vehicles is between 10 to 20 percent of the through 
volume, subject to a minimum of 60 vehicles per hour in the design hour.  Design speed should be 
considered when determining right-turn requirements. 

TAC recommends the use of an exclusive right turn lane when the volume of decelerating or accelerating 
vehicles compared with the through traffic volume causes undue hazard. 

References 

Highway Capacity Manual, Special Report 209, Third Edition (1998) by Transportation Research Board, 
National Research Council, Washington, Page 9-97. 
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3.3. Medians 

Practice 

A median may be defined as that portion of a road that physically separates the travel lanes of traffic in 
opposing directions.  Median width is the lateral dimension measured between the inner (left) edges of the 
travel lanes and includes the left shoulder, the gutter or offset widths. 

A median is a safety device that provides some measure of freedom from conflicting vehicular movements.  
The major uses of a median separation are to eliminate the risk of head-on collisions, and to reduce the risk 
of right angle collisions by controlling access. 

A centre median is more effective than “pork chop” islands (See Exhibit 2-33) in enforcing right-in, right-out 
only access operations. While there are multiple causes that lead to the consideration of a median, it should 
be noted that ultimately, the primary intent of installing a median is improved safety.  The installation of a 
centre median should be considered if: 

 There is a history of right angle collisions in the vicinity of existing or proposed accesses; 

 The left-out Level of Service is E or worse; 

 If the queues on the adjacent roadway during one or more of the peak periods typically extend 
past the proposed location of the access; 

 There is a series of closely spaced accesses; 

 There is insufficient right-of-way to implement a two-way centre left turn lane, or, there is an 
existing two-way centre left turn lane, but with a history of right angle collisions; 

While considering a centre median, thought should also be given to the effect of that median on adjacent or 
opposite properties.  

Median widths may be as narrow as 1.0 metres as per Ontario Provincial Standard Drawing (OPSD).  There 
must be 25 meters of upstream and downstream median length, measured from the back edge of radii (Refer 
to Figures 2.1., 2.2., 2.3., 2.4.) or as determined otherwise. 

3.4. Signal Warrant 

Signalization of a private access is normally considered in the context of a traffic impact report of a major 
development.  Traffic signals shall be considered warranted if intersection conditions meet or exceed the 
warrant requirements of the Ontario Traffic Manual Book 12 as determined by a traffic survey.  Minimum 
signal spacing requirements as identified under Section 1.4 “Spacing Requirements of Major Driveways and 
Intersection Spacing.” 

3.5. Bus Bays 

Bus Bays for London Transit vehicles may be a required improvement to street-side bus stops along arterial 
roadways.  City administration will inform the developer if an existing transit stop in proximity to a 
development must be re-designed as transit bus bay. 

3.5.1  Structure 
Bus bays shall be constructed with a 200mm thick finished concrete surface and a 200mm thick Granular ‘A’ 
base.  If the sub-grade is a weak or clayey material then a 300mm thick sub-base shall be added. 
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3.5.2  Geometry 
The geometry of a London Transit bus bay is as follows: 

Table 3-1: Geometry of a London Transit Bus Bay 

 Entrance Taper Storage 
Bay* 

Exit Taper Width Crossfall 

Arterial Roads; 
60 kph & over 

25m 18.5m 25m 3.50m (min) 2% 

*Storage bay dimensions are for 1 bus; add 14.5m for each additional standard bus, 20.0m for each 
additional articulated vehicle 

 
OPSD 600.01 Concrete Barrier Curb with Wide Gutter or OPSD 600.04 Concrete Barrier Curb with 
Standard Gutter, as per Ontario Provincial Standard Details 
 
The barrier curb and gutter runs along the back of the bay (side closest to the sidewalk/boulevard) and must 
match into the curb and gutter along the street.  Standard gutter, defined by OPSD, separates the bay 
pavement from the street pavement and also must match into the barrier curb and gutter at the extreme ends 
of the tapers. 
 

3.6. Sidewalks 

3.6.1  Location 
Sidewalks are required on both sides of all collectors and arterial roads and where the road width is in excess 
of 8.0 metres, measured from edge of pavement to edge of pavement. 

Sidewalks are required on both sides for the complete length of any road on which a school property fronts, 
and on transit routes. 

The developer may be required to install sidewalks on both sides of an entrance to a subdivision from a 
bounding arterial road. 

Sidewalks are required on one side only of cul-de-sac, or streets serving 40 or more units. 

Sidewalks are required on one side of abutting arterial and primary collector streets along the full frontage of 
the subdivision, or as otherwise specified by the City Engineer. 

Sidewalk is to be located on the outside of a crescent, unless approved by the City Engineer Administration. 

3.6.2 Geometry 
All sidewalks should align and be offset a minimum 1.5 metres from the proposed street line unless otherwise 
approved by the City Engineering Administration. 

The minimum width of sidewalk in a residential subdivision is 1.5 metres, 1.8 metres wide when adjacent to 
curb on major roadways and 2.4 metres wide at schools, bus stops and other high volume pedestrian areas. 

The sidewalk thickness is normally 100mm thick except at commercial, multi-family and industrial driveways 
where the thickness is increased to 150mm, together with a granular base.  The minimum strength is 30Mpa 
with 5% to 7% air entrainment and low slump.  The minimum gradient of a sidewalk is 0.5% and the 
maximum is 8%.  For more information, refer to the City of London Design Standards. 

Sidewalk ramps are to be installed at all commercial and residential accesses for the physically impaired as 
per City of London Standard SR-1.2. 

Concrete Sidewalk with standard grass boulevard: reference City of London Drawing Standard SR-1.0. 

Concrete Sidewalk Abutting Curb & Gutter: reference City of London Drawing Standard SR-1.1. 
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3.7. Bicycle Paths 

Historically the City has supported the creation of In Boulevard Bicycle Paths (IBBP’s) which are exclusive 
bicycle pathways located within specified arterial road right-of-ways, typically between the sidewalk and the 
curb lane of the traveled portion of the road.  The City of London Bicycle Master Plan advocates a departure 
from this practice of providing for IBBP’s along arterial corridors. 

The Bicycle Master Plan identifies which arterial and collector corridors will become travel routes for cycling 
commuters.  The bicycle routes have two classes: primary commuter routes and secondary commuter 
routes. 

The City of London Bicycle Design Guidelines has two distinct design standards for cycling routes.  The On-
Road bicycle commuter route is a separate pavement-marked lane.  The Widened Curb Lane provides extra 
pavement width that is not pavement-marked but is indicated as a commuter route with signage.  More 
information can be found in the Bicycle Master Plan and City of London Bicycle Design Guidelines. 
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4. PARKING OPERATIONS 

4.1. Clear Throat Distance 

Clear throat distance is the length required on the driveway to store vehicles waiting to circulate into the site, 
usually a parking area.  Failure to provide an adequate clear throat distance can create congestion and 
operational concerns on the arterial road, as well as safety concerns for pedestrians attempting to cross the 
driveway. Other locations requiring clear throat distance are at drive-through restaurants, drive-through bank 
machines and convenience stores. Drive-through windows may require an internal stacking lane. 

The amount of clear throat distance is directly related to the required capacity of the parking lot. 

Practice 

The minimum amount of clear throat distance, measured from the right-of-way limit (or ultimate right-of-way 
limit when road widening dedication is required) to the designated point where turns are permitted, ranges 
from 6.0 metres to 15.0 metres, depending on the number of parking spaces provided on the site, as outlined 
in Table 4-1.  This applies to both inbound traffic as well as outbound traffic. 

Table 4-1: Clear Throat Distances – Parking Facilities 

Facility Size Desirable Minimum 

Parking space < 50 spaces 8.0m 6.0m 

Parking Aisle > 50 to < 199 spaces 15.0m 8.0m 

Parking Aisle > 200 spaces 24.0m 15.0m 

 
Signalized large shopping centre development access (shopping 
mall, big box centre, etc)* 

  

80.0m 60.0m 

  *Subject to traffic volumes generated by the site. 

References 

Metro Toronto Transportation Access Management Guidelines 
MTO Highway Access Management Guideline, Final Draft, July 2007 
Transportation and Land Development, 2nd Edition, ITE 

 
Exhibit 4-1 illustrates direct access to a parking space, and Exhibit 4-2 illustrates access to a parking aisle. 
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Exhibit 4-1:  Minimum Distance to a Parking Space 

                                  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Exhibit 4-2:  Minimum Distance to a Parking Aisle  

                    
 

 
 
 

4.2. Lay-Bys 

A lay-by is used to facilitate high turnover demand for the pick-up and drop-off of people at facilities such as 
hotels, schools/daycare centres, hospitals, senior’s residences, etc.  The use of a lay-by ensures that a safe 
environment is provided for these activities, and that operations on the arterial road are not disrupted. 
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Practice 

A lay-by will only be considered to facilitate the high turnover demand of person activities on sites that meet 
the following criteria: 

 It must be demonstrated that the need for the lay-by facility is justified for its intended purpose, 
and that traffic operations on the arterial road will not be disrupted; 

 Sufficient stacking space should be provided to accommodate the peak pick-up and drop-off 
demands. This should be demonstrated as part of the Traffic Impact Study; 

 The operation of the lay-by must be restricted to one-way movements to avoid any vehicle 
reversing movements.  The turning movements permitted to and from the access points will be 
determined on a site-specific basis using the applicable site operations standards; 

 The lay-by must be provided exclusively on private property; and 

 Sufficient width must be provided for one vehicle to pass another. 

Exhibit 4-3:  Lay-by and Passenger Drop-off Zone 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
4.3. Turnaround Areas 

A turnaround area is a designated area on a site, which is used when no parking spaces are available, to 
facilitate turning around so that vehicles exit the site in a forward motion. 

Practice 

A designated turnaround area must be provided on site so that vehicles may exit the site in a forward motion 
onto the arterial road.  The minimum size of the turnaround area (for the purposes of a passenger car) is 4.2 
metres by 6.0 metres.  Transportation Association of Canada (TAC) templates must be used to ensure that 
an appropriate turning path is available to execute the turning manoeuvres. 
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Exhibit 4-4 illustrates minimum requirements for a passenger car. 

 

Exhibit 4-4:  Turnaround Area for Passenger Vehicle 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4.4. Drive-Throughs 

Drive-through facilities are becoming more popular and are used predominately at banks and fast food 
restaurants.  Parking and circulation activities on these sites must be accommodated simultaneously without 
creating internal conflicts that may result in congestion or queuing on the arterial road.  The proponent is 
strongly encouraged to review the City of London Zoning By-Law Z-1 for compliance with zoning 
requirements.                  

4.5. Loading Docks 

Loading and courier areas are used to facilitate the pick-up and drop-off of goods and services, and in most 
cases, are provided at separate locations.  These activities must be provided on site to minimize disruptions 
to traffic operations on the arterial road.  

Practice 

Loading and courier facilities must be provided based on the following criteria: 

 Exclusively on private property; 

 Vehicles must be able to enter/exit the site in a forward motion; 

 Must be located internally on the site so as not to interfere with traffic operations in the area of 
the site driveway; 

 Use of these facilities must not interfere with the remaining site circulation. 

 Number size and location of loading docks as set out in City of London Zoning By-laws. 
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An example of the provision of loading and courier facilities is illustrated in Exhibit 4-5. 

Exhibit 4-5: Loading and Courier Areas 

                    
 
 

4.6. End Island Treatments 

Parking lots are often designed to maximize the available parking space with no consideration given to the 
driver’s line of sight.  Stalls that are adjacent to travel lanes will block the line of sight of a driver in 
perpendicular lanes (refer to Appendix B).  For this reason end-islands are typically employed. 
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TAC TURNING TEMPLATE FOR A WB-19 TRUCK 
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END ISLAND TREATMENTS ABUTING INTERNAL DRIVES 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

DESIGN DIMENSIONS 
  

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

PREFFERED OPTION 

 

 

NOT PREFFERED OPTION DUE TO ONE-WAY TRAFFIC OPERATIONS 

 

 
Island sizes may vary to accommodate plantings, trees and/or planting, trees with concrete sidewalk.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Transportation Impact Assessments – General 

A transportation impact assessment (TIA) provides valuable information and analysis for governing 
agencies and others reviewing development and redevelopment proposals.  The City of London 
Transportation Impact Assessment Guidelines have been compiled to outline the process and 
structure required to produce a comprehensive transportation impact assessment for a 
development or redevelopment proposal in the City.  A transportation impact assessment should 
include consideration of all modes of travel including automobiles, trucks, transit vehicles, cyclists 
and pedestrians. 

1.2. Why is a Transportation Impact Assessment Required? 

The main purpose of a TIA is to demonstrate that the transportation impacts of a proposed 
development or redevelopment will be manageable and that the transportation aspects of the 
proposal are consistent with the objectives and policies of the City of London.  The TIA also 
provides the basis for the identification and evaluation of transportation related improvements or 
mitigation measures to be included as conditions of approval for the development or redevelopment 
application.  Hereafter, all references to the terms development or development proposal will be 
equally applicable to redevelopment applications/proposals as well. 

Through the TIA, the proponent must demonstrate that the application meets these criteria, as 
summarized below: 

 That there is sufficient road network capacity to accommodate the proposed 
development, taking into account transportation system improvements and travel 
demand management initiatives which will be secured/identified in conjunction with the 
proposal; 

 That the development be phased, if necessary, in conjunction with the implementation 
of transportation system and service improvements and travel demand management 
initiatives, to ensure that supply and demand are balanced over time; 

 That the proposal incorporate a suitable travel demand management strategy which 
includes all reasonable measures to facilitate and promote transit, cycling, walking and 
ride-sharing for trips to and from the site; 

 That the number of vehicular parking spaces provided in conjunction with the proposal 
be considered for short and long term parking demands, special needs parking and 
commercial vehicle loading facilities; and 

 That the development must be successfully integrated with the London road and transit 
systems with respect to vehicular and pedestrian access and connections to the transit 
system.  In some cases, provision may have to be made for on-site transit stations and 
related facilities and services. 
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1.3. Applicability 

It should be recognized that the policies and standards included in this document are relevant at the 
time of printing.  These guidelines will be revised, as necessary, to reflect future changes to City 
policy, practice and accepted standards.   

 

 

The following document outlines general guidelines for the preparation of transportation impact 
assessments for submission in the City of London.  There may be instances where the guidelines 
and general assessment assumptions may not be applicable to certain locations in the City, or 
specific types of developments.  It should be recognized that the purpose of this document is to 
provide a framework for the preparation of a TIA and shall not be substituted for good transportation 
engineering judgement.  

In addition, there may be cases where the scope of the TIA can be reduced due to previous 
approvals or studies in the area or on the site.  Sections 2.1 and 2.2 include a discussion regarding 
the scope of a transportation impact assessment at various points in the development approval 
process. 

For additional information or for clarification of any of the material contained in this document 
please contact the following departments/agencies, as applicable: 

Transportation Planning and Traffic 
Operations Inquiries 
 

Manager, Traffic Engineering  
and Transportation Planning 
City of London 
300 Dufferin Avenue, 8th Floor 
London Ontario  N6A 4L9 
Telephone: 519-661-2500 

Transit Inquiries: 
 
Director of Transportation and Planning 
London Transit Commission 
450 Highbury Avenue N  
London, Ontario   N5W 5L2 
Telephone: 519-451-1340 
 

Provincial Roads Contact: 
 

Ministry of Transportation of Ontario 
Regional Traffic Section, South-western 
Region 
659 Exeter Road 
London, Ontario, N6E 1L3 
Telephone: 519-873-4351 

Subdivision/Site Plan Inquiries: 
 

Manager, Development Services  
City of London 
300 Dufferin Avenue, 6th Floor 
London Ontario  N6A 4L9 
Telephone: 519-661-2500  
 

Planning/Development Inquiries: 
 

Planning and Development 
City of London 
204-206 Dundas Street,  
London Ontario   N6A 4L9 
Telephone: 519-661-4980 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

The Proponent shall contact City of London staff to identify any major 
modifications to this document since its compilation date. 
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1.4. Acknowledgement of Authorship/Ownership 

When the scale of the development warrants a transportation assessment, it is the Proponent’s 
responsibility to retain an experienced transportation consultant. 

The City of London requires that a transportation impact assessment be prepared and/or reviewed 
by a qualified firm/individual.  The individual taking responsibility for the Proponent’s transportation 
impact work must be a registered Professional Engineer with more than five years of applicable 
experience in the preparation of transportation impact studies. 

Included in Appendix A is a Certificate of Ownership that must be submitted with each TIA or 
addendum, including the stamp of the professional engineer taking responsibility for the work.  In 
completing this form, the engineer is verifying that appropriate assumptions and methodologies 
have been used in the completion of the transportation impact assessment and is identifying who 
the individual(s) are taking corporate/professional responsibility for the work.  This information will 
also assist city staff in contacting the appropriate individual if clarification of any part of the 
transportation impact assessment is required during the review process, or in the future. 

2. TIA REQUIREMENTS AND SCOPE 

2.1. When is a Transportation Impact Assessment Required? 

There are a number of considerations in determining the need, elements and level of detail for a 
TIA.  Generally a TIA may be required when one or more of the following are anticipated/present: 

 The development proposal will add more than 100 peak-hour vehicle trips to the 
transportation system; 

 The development is planned with an access to an arterial roadway within 200 metres 
of a signalized intersection; 

 The development is located in an area of high roadway congestion, high operating 
speeds, and limited sight distance where safety is an issue; 

 The development, its access, or type of operation, is not envisaged by existing land-
use or transportation plans; 

 The development requires an amendment to the Official Plan or zoning by-law, long 
range policy, strategy or plan, including rezoning; 

 The development is a large recreation or entertainment facility that would likely serve 
as a regional attraction; 

 The development has the potential to create unacceptable adverse operational and 
safety impacts on the area road network; 

 The development will create transit/ridership demand that cannot be properly serviced 
by existing facilities, routes, frequency, hours of operation, etc; and/or 

 Any previous TIA study prepared for the same site is more than three years old. 
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The above criteria are necessarily general and in view of the lack of definitive criteria to establish 
the need for and scope of a TIA for a particular proposal, the Proponent shall consult with City of 
London; Transportation Planning & Design staff, to determine site specific TIA requirements. 

2.2. TIA Scope/Detail 

The level of detail and the required components of the TIA will be a function of the location, size 
and operation of the development proposal.  Included in Exhibit 2-1 is a summary of the points in 
the development approval process where a TIA may be requested and the overall purpose of the 
TIA.  Appendix B includes a general assessment flow chart for a complete TIA. 

In some cases, the size, location and nature of the proposal will be such that a detailed 
transportation impact assessment is not required.  Through discussions with City staff, the 
proponent may be required to prepare a transportation impact statement, which would outline the 
general characteristics of the site, its operation and trip generation/ridership potential, and a high 
level assessment of traffic impact, access, safety and parking requirements. The transportation 
impact statement would be a technical letter, stamped by a Professional Engineer specializing in 
transportation planning, which outlines the required components agreed upon with the City.       

The proposed development may lie within an area for which a recent and relevant Area Plan has 
already been completed. Under this scenario, the City shall determine if certain elements of the TIA 
can be omitted or directly incorporated into the current TIA work, i.e., background growth potential, 
identified arterial road improvements, etc.  

Exhibit 2-1 – General TIA Scope 

Stage of Approval General Transportation Impact Assessment Scope 
Area Plan/Secondary Plan  Identification of major/arterial transportation infrastructure and 

operational improvements associated with area wide 
development potential 

 Determination of the collector roadway network and the major 
intersection configurations and type of control 

Draft Plan of Subdivision  Arterial and collector roadway requirements and operations 
 Phasing plan 
 General description of access locations and operations 
 Allocation of responsibility for funding and implementation of 

transportation infrastructure improvements 1 
Rezoning  Phasing plan 

 Transportation infrastructure improvements tied to phasing plan 
 Description of access locations and operations 
 Allocation of responsibility for funding and implementation of 

transportation infrastructure improvements 1 
Site Plan  Access location and operations 

 Transportation infrastructure improvements tied to 
phasing plan 

 Site specific impacts on road network including 
adjacent site operations 

Note: (1) May consist of urban works funds, city services funds, city capital/operations budgets, 
and/or site-specific proponent costs. 
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Included in  

Exhibit 2-2 is an indication of the components that the City of London will require at the various 
points in the development process.  The proponent is to review the TIA requirements included in the 
column representing their specific point in the development process and discuss relevancy with City 
of London Staff.   

 
Exhibit 2-2 – Specific TIA Elements 

TIA Component 
Site Development Process 

Secondary 
Plan/Area Plan 

Draft Plan of 
Subdivision 

Rezoning Site 
Planning 

Transportation Network 
Major transportation improvements 
 Planned roadways 
 New interchange/intersection 

including roundabouts 
 Road widening 
 New transit routes/services 
 Pedestrian and bicycle routes 

    

Local transportation system 
improvements 
 Intersection improvements 
 Traffic signal installation or 

modifications 
 Traffic calming plans 

    

Long range transit route and 
facilities planning (> 5 years)     

Short term transit service planning     
Travel Demand Analysis 
Development potential beyond the 
study area     

Project specific travel demands and 
assignments 

    

Site specific travel demand from 
other approved developments 
within study area 

    

Area wide transit demands     
Required transit service levels     
TDM measures     
Transportation Analysis 
Arterial road link capacity, 
intersection location, configuration 
and control 

    

The onus will be on the Proponent to demonstrate that certain aspects of the 
general requirements for a TIA are not required based on the point in the 

approval process, or availability and content of recent studies.  The 
proponent should discuss the assessment scope and confirm it with the City 

before initiating it. 
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TIA Component 
Site Development Process 

Secondary 
Plan/Area Plan 

Draft Plan of 
Subdivision 

Rezoning Site 
Planning 

Traffic control, lane requirements 
and operations at collector and 
local road intersections 

    

Storage lengths and tapers for 
auxiliary lanes at all intersections 

    

Transit route planning     
Transit stop locations and 
operations 

    

Bicycle route planning     
Off-site pedestrian facilities     
On-street parking 
requirements/provisions 

    

Driveway access and operations     
Traffic infiltration potential     
Traffic management plan including 
traffic calming elements     

Site Operations 
Driveway access design and 
operations including sight distances 
and corner clearances 

    

On-site pedestrian/bicycle facilities 
and operations 

    

Weaving/merging issues     
On-site traffic calming elements     
Parking and loading layout and 
design  

    

Parking supply     
Improvements and Funding
Identification of major transportation 
infrastructure improvements     

Allocation of responsibility for 
funding and implementation of 
major transportation infrastructure 
improvements 

    

Funding of local physical and 
operations improvements     

Site Phasing and Required 
Improvements 

    

Having established the TIA scope, the remainder of this guideline document, including the 
appendices, outlines the acceptable methodologies with which to document the required 
components. 
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The proponent shall meet with all affected jurisdictions simultaneously to 
expedite the process and ensure consistency for the TIA 

scope/approach. 

2.3. Other Jurisdictional Requirements 

In addition to the requirements outlined herein for the City of London for the preparation and 
submission of a transportation impact assessment, the County of Middlesex and the Province of 
Ontario may require additional information or analysis to satisfy their requirements for a 
development proposal.   

 

 

 

The Proponent shall contact other City departments, and County and Provincial staff directly to 
determine these needs.  Contact information for these agencies is available in Section 1.3. 

2.4. Functional Life of TIA 

Generally, a transportation impact assessment will have a "functional life" of three years.  However, 
major planning/ development, road network or transit changes within the study area during this 
timeframe may reduce the applicability of the document if they were not previously considered. 

3. DESCRIPTION OF THE DEVELOPMENT PROPOSAL AND THE STUDY 
AREA 

A description of the development proposal, the proponent, its location and the proposed TIA study 
area is required to allow City Staff to identify the site location, its anticipated operation and area of 
potential impact.  In addition, this valuable information allows timely review of key assessment 
assumptions.  Provided below is a summary of the required elements of the project and study area. 

3.1. Description of the Development or Redevelopment Proposal 

The following components of the project shall be summarized at the beginning of the transportation 
impact assessment document, as applicable: 

 Existing land uses or “as-of-right” provisions in the Official Plan, zoning by-law etc.; 

 Planned staging of the development; 

 Boundary roadways, near-by intersections and accesses to adjacent land uses or 
developments; 

 Proposed access points and types; 

 Nearby transit facilities; and 

 Pedestrian linkages. 
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For site specific TIAs the following shall be provided, as applicable: 

 Municipal address; 

 Rezoning application number; 

 Total building size, building locations and number of units; 

 Floor space including a summary of each type of use; 

 Number of parking spaces along with location and access arrangements; 

 Number and type of loading areas along with location and access arrangements; and 

 Anticipated date of occupancy and hours of operation, if known. 

As applicable, the Proponent shall provide area road network, subdivision drawings or a preliminary 
site plan, of a suitable scale, for consideration in the evaluation of the transportation impact 
assessment.   

3.2. Description of Study Area 

3.2.1 Definit ion of the Study Area 

Generally, the size of the study area will be a function of the size and nature of the development 
proposal and the existing and future operations of the surrounding road network. 

The study area shall encompass all City, County and Provincial roads, intersections, interchange 
ramp terminals and transit facilities, which will be noticeably affected by the travel generated by the 
proposed development.  Typically, this will include area that may be impacted by one or more of the 
following: 

 Increase by 5% or more of traffic volumes or transit usage on adjacent facilities; 

 Volume/capacity (V/C) ratios for overall intersection operations, through movements, 
shared through/turning movements increased to 0.9 or above;  

 V/C ratios for exclusive movements increased to 0.9 or above. 

 

 

 

 

3.2.2 Features of STUDY Area 

A description and an illustration of the existing transportation system within the study area shall be 
provided in the existing conditions section of the TIA and shall include, but not be limited to, the 
following: 

 Roads indicating the number of lanes, jurisdiction and posted speed; 

 

Since the definition of a TIA study area cannot be based on definitive 
criteria, it is important that the Proponent contact City Transportation 
Staff to establish mutually acceptable study area limits and scope of 

assessment. 
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 Signalized/unsignalized intersections and interchange ramp terminals indicating, as 
relevant: 

 Lane configurations, widths and storage lengths; 

 Available permitted movements; 

 Type and mode of control/detection; 

 Turning restrictions, by time of day/day of week, as applicable; and 

 Transit facility locations specifically bus stops, bays and lanes. 

 Location of sidewalks, bicycle paths/routes and pedestrian control such as crossovers, 
intersection pedestrian signals (IPS) and school crossing guard locations; 

 Location of on-street parking, parking/stopping restrictions adjacent to the 
development, which would affect the operation of the roadways and intersections in the 
study area; 

 Transit facilities and routes, which serve or will be expected to serve the development 
site; and 

 Truck routes/heavy vehicle restrictions including the times they are in effect; 

 Planned roadway, transit and pedestrian improvements which will have a noticeable 
impact on the transportation operations within the study area; and 

 Other developments in the study area, which are under construction, approved or for 
which an application has been submitted.  Briefly describe the size (i.e., units, GFA, 
etc.) and nature of these developments in general terms. 

Included in Exhibit 3-1 is an example of a typical graphic that should be included with the 
description of the study area.  
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Exhibit 3-1 – Example Road Network and Traffic Control Graphic 

 

 

4. ANALYSIS PERIODS 

4.1. Horizon Year(s) 

Generally, the horizon year will be taken as five (5) years from the build-out of the site/area.  Other 
considerations to be taken into account are as follows: 

 Area plan/secondary planning horizons; 

 Other area development proposals; 

 Future roadway infrastructure and transit initiatives; and 

 Occupancy date. 
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Interim horizon years may need to be evaluated to account for: 

 Phasing of developments; 

 Interim site access arrangements; and/or 

 Planned transportation system improvements. 

 

 

4.2. Analysis Periods 

Identification of the time periods for analysis should take into consideration the following: 

 Type and size of development; 

 Trip generation potential during weekday AM and PM peaks of the adjacent road 
network; 

 Hours of operation; 

 Reoccurring special events; and 

 Seasonal fluctuations. 

Typically, the weekday AM and PM peak traffic periods will constitute the "worst case" combination 
of site related and background traffic; however, in the case of commercial, entertainment, religious, 
institutional, sports facility uses, weekend or site peak analysis may be required.   

5. EXISTING TRANSPORTATION CONDITIONS 

5.1. Traffic Conditions 

To provide a representative picture of the existing traffic conditions, the following shall be included 
in the TIA, as applicable: 

 Exhibit(s) showing the existing traffic volumes for the roadways and intersections in the 
study area including pedestrian volumes and heavy vehicle percentages.  Traffic 
volumes may be acquired from the City, previous transportation planning, traffic 
operation or transportation impact studies undertaken in the vicinity of the proposed 
development.  In general, traffic counts more than three (3) years old or counts that do 
not appear to reflect current conditions, shall be updated by the applicant; 

 Intersection analysis of the existing conditions for all peak periods.  The analysis shall 
be undertaken with the methodologies outlined in the City’s standards for intersection 
operations (Refer to Section 02 of the City’s Design Specifications and Requirements 
http://www.london.ca/Cityhall/EnvServices/Water/design_specs.htm ).  Calibration of 
the analysis to actual conditions must be undertaken; 

It is important that the Proponent obtain agreement from City Staff 
regarding appropriate horizon years for the specific development prior to 

proceeding.
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 Summary of the performance measures including level-of-service (LOS), volume to 
capacity (v/c) ratios and queue lengths (95th percentile queue) for all intersections and 
accesses individual movements.  Full documentation of the results of all level of 
service analyses shall be provided in an appendix; 

 A summary of key collision or safety issues identified through consultation with City 
Transportation Staff; and 

 Summary of key field observations of the existing conditions. 

5.2. Transit Operations 

To provide a representative picture of the existing and planned transit conditions within the study 
area, the following shall be included in the TIA, as applicable: 

 Commentary/exhibit(s) summarizing to the existing transit routes, stops and facility 
locations; 

 Approximate walking distance and dedicated route to the transit services from the 
proposed development; 

 Transit vehicle headways/frequency for routes that service or may be anticipated to 
service the development proposal. 

Transit information and current planning is available from the London Transit Commission. 

6. BACKGROUND TRAFFIC 

6.1. Future Developments 

The Proponent shall include anticipated traffic growth on the area road network from developments 
that are expected to proceed prior to or within the selected assessment horizons (as identified in 
Section 4.1). This may include land zoned for development, but for which there isn’t an active 
development application. 

 

 

 

 

The background changes in traffic growth shall take into account: 

 Area-wide development potential; 

 Developments that are being constructed; 

 Occupancy levels of adjacent development, i.e., buildings which are constructed but 
not fully occupied; and 

The Proponent shall contact the City’s Planning Department to establish 
the approved/active development proposals within the Study Area and the 
City’s Transportation Department to confirm the predicted traffic growth 

from these development proposals 
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 Developments/land uses that are planned to be closed, or activities suspended which 
will noticeably impact the transportation system in the study area. 

6.2. Background Growth in Transit Demand/Planned Transit 
Service 

An assessment of anticipated transit ridership and service changes resulting from development and 
London Transit Commission initiatives must be incorporated into the analysis.  

The background growth in transit demand must recognize: 

 The transit travel and TDM initiatives of the City of London; 

 Reasonable transit modal split assumptions; and 

 Developments that are currently being constructed, not fully occupied or approved and 
are anticipated to be constructed prior to the proposed development. 

 

7. SITE TRAVEL DEMANDS 

7.1. Estimation of Traffic Demand 

Available trip generation methods may include one or more of the following, and will be a function of 
the proposed development and its intended operations: 

 Trip generation surveys from similar developments in the City of London or comparable 
municipality, which have similar operating characteristics as the proposed 
development; 

 ITE Trip Generation rates provided that differences in the site operations and size are 
accounted for; and 

 "First principles" calculations of anticipated trips to/from the site. 

Where appropriate, it may be justified to reduce or allocate the base trip generation of the proposed 
development to account for: 

 Pass-by Trips - Trips that represent intermediate stops on a trip already on the road 
network, i.e. a motorist stopping into a service station on their route to/from work.  
Pass-by trips must be accounted for in the turning movements into/out of the site; 

 Transit Usage – Reductions in automobile travel to the site to account for travel 
to/from the site by public transit.  Transportation planning projections/goals shall be 
considered; however, shall not replace good engineering judgement and actual modal 
split data. 

The Proponent shall contact London Transit Commission Staff to 
determine major changes to transit services or demands in the vicinity of 

the development site. 
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 Captive Market Effects - Trips which are shared between two or more uses on the 
same site; and 

 Travel Demand Management (TDM) – strategies to be employed at the proposed 
development to reduce single occupancy vehicle (SOV) trip making, i.e., staggered 
work hours, ridesharing, company/hotel shuttle, etc (Refer to Section 7.2). 

All trip generation assumptions and adjustments assumed in the calculation of "new" vehicle trips 
shall be supported and documented.  Sensitivity analysis shall be undertaken where trip generation 
parameters have the potential to vary considerably and most probable values cannot be readily 
identified. 

7.2. Travel Demand Management (TDM) Strategies 

The City of London Transportation Master Plan (May 2004) has established a goal of reducing its 
SOV dependency by 10% below current forecasts over a 20 year time horizon (2024).  
Accordingly, all TIA submissions shall include a suitable travel demand management plan which 
includes all reasonable measures to facilitate reduced automobile reliance and promote transit, 
cycling and walking for trips to and from the site. 

The TDM section of the TIA shall provide: 

 A description of the TDM initiatives and their function; and 

 An evaluation of the impacts of the proposed TDM initiatives specifically relating to 
reduced trip generation associated with the site, reduced peak hour travel, reduced 
parking demands and increased transit usage/auto occupancy. 

7.3. Trip Distribution and Assignment 

7.3.1 Trip Distr ibution 

The trip distribution assumptions should be supported by one or more of the following, in the order 
of preference: 

 Origin-destination surveys; 

 Comprehensive travel surveys;  

 Employment and population data – a data file is available from City Staff along with a 
map; 

 Existing/anticipated travel patterns; and/or 

 Market studies. 

Engineering judgement shall be used to determine the most applicable of the above methodologies 
for each particular application. 
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7.3.2 Trip Assignments 

Trip assignment assumptions shall reflect the most "probable" travel patterns considering the 
planned site access(es).  Traffic assignments may be estimated using a transportation planning 
model or "hand assignment" based on knowledge of the proposed road network in the study area. 

The assumptions shall take into account projected “pass by” trips, “diverted” trips, and “internal” 
trips. 

7.4. Summary of Traffic Demand Estimates 

A summary of the existing and future traffic demands shall be provided in a series of graphics that 
summarize the following: 

 Existing traffic; 

 Future background - existing plus background traffic growth; 

 Site generated traffic including a separate graphic for pass-by trip assumptions; and  

 Future total traffic - future background + site generated traffic. 

An example exhibit is included in Exhibit 7-1.  Summary exhibits must be provided for each peak 
period and analysis horizon.  In some cases, interim traffic conditions may need to be assessed to 
reflect phasing of developments, interim site access arrangements or planned transportation system 
improvements.  
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Exhibit 7-1 – Example Traffic Volume Graphic 

 

 

7.5. Site Generated Transit Demand (As Required) 

The level of detail required by the City will be dependent on the nature of the development area and 
its reliance on transit usage.  The site generated transit demand must reflect the assumptions 
outlined in the auto trip generation assumptions.   

In order of preference, one or more of the following may be used to establish the transit demand for 
the proposed development: 

 Transit surveys provided by the London Transit Commission; 

 Transit surveys/data obtained from a similar development with proper adjustments for 
major differences between the proposed and surveyed site; 

 "First principles" calculations of anticipated transit trips to/from the site; and/or 

 ITE Trip Generation rates for transit. 

 

 

The Proponent shall contact London Transit Commission Staff early in 
the impact review process to establish mutually acceptable assumptions 

for transit usage for the development proposal.   
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8. EVALUATION OF IMPACTS OF SITE GENERATED TRAVEL DEMAND 

8.1. Evaluation of Impacts of Site Generated Traffic Demand 

The following are the steps that shall be undertaken to evaluate the impacts of the site-generated 
traffic on the area road network: 

 Calculate the travel demand generated by the development proposal and assign it to 
the area road network consistent with the methodology outlined in Section 7. 

 Undertake intersection analysis for all intersections and accesses within the study 
area. The intersection analysis shall be conducted with the general assumptions 
outlined in the City’s standards for intersection operations (Refer to Section 02 of the  
City’s Design Specifications and Requirements 
http://www.london.ca/Cityhall/EnvServices/Water/design_specs.htm );   
 

 Provide a summary of level-of-service for all analysis periods and time horizons.  Full 
documentation of the results of all level of service analyses shall be provided in an 
appendix.  

 Identify intersections and proposed accesses where: 

 Volume/capacity (V/C) ratios for overall operations, through movements, shared 
through/turning movements increased to 0.9 or above and Level of Service “E” 
or worse; 

 V/C ratios for dedicated turning movements increased to 0.9 or above and Level 
of Service “E” or worse; 

 Queues for an individual movement and turning movement projected to exceed 
available lane storage (95th percentile queue). 

 Identify potential safety or operational issues associated with the following: 

 Weaving/merging; 

 Corner clearances; 

 Sight distances; 

 Vehicle-pedestrian conflicts; 

 Access conflicts; 

 Traffic infiltration; 

 Cyclist operations; 

 Heavy truck movement conflicts; 

All of the above considerations may not be applicable to the development site/area.  It 
should also be recognized that the above list is not exhaustive and there may be other 
operational or safety concerns that may need to be addressed in the TIA; and  
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 Provide supplementary analysis required to address vehicle queue lengths/queue 
blocking, merging, weaving, gap availability/acceptance, sight distance availability, etc. 

8.2. Evaluation of Impacts of Site Generated Transit Demand (As 
Required) 

The following are the steps that shall be undertaken to evaluate the impacts of the site generated 
transit demands on the transit level-of-service: 

 Evaluation of the site generated transit demands with comparisons to the transit 
service supplied in the area for all analysis periods and horizons 

 Determination of London Transit’s plans for transit service to the area; 

 Identification of situations/locations and time periods where: 

 Transit service is not provided in the area and is required; 

 The provision of transit service or facilities are desired on site; 

 Demand exceeds residual capacity of the existing transit service.  In these 
cases, times of day, duration and days of week should be specified as 
applicable; 

 Transit service hours do not coincide with the times when transit demand will be 
required; 

 It would be beneficial to provide increase transit frequency or service 
requirements for special events or peak arrival/departure times. 

 Identification of pedestrian connections that are required to conveniently access transit 
services; and 

 Identification of impacts on transit operations directly associated with the site 
generated traffic volumes. 

9. TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM IMPROVEMENTS 

This section outlines the process of identification of physical and operational transportation system 
improvements and other measures required to ensure that the impacts associated with proposed 
development can be mitigated to the satisfaction of the City. 

The physical and operational remedial measures recommended in the TIA must address all 
deficiencies identified through the completion of the tasks outlined in Section 8 of this document. 
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9.1. Identification of Required Road Network Improvements 

The physical and operational road network improvement requirements identified in the TIA must 
address and ensure that: 

 Site generated traffic does not create conditions in which the capacity criteria 
summarized in Section 8 are exceeded; 

 Vehicular, pedestrian and cyclist operations and safety are maintained or improved; 

 Motorist, pedestrian and cyclist needs and safety are accommodated; and 

 Site generated traffic will not have a noticeable adverse impact on existing or proposed 
residential communities. 

Additional analysis shall be provided to demonstrate that the proposed mitigating measures will in 
fact address the impacts of the site generated traffic.  If required, the City may requests that 
functional plans be provided for all recommended road improvements.  A to-scale drawing with 
dimensions illustrating edge of pavement and lane designations is typically required.  An exhibit 
should be provided within the body of the report, which illustrates the proposed physical 
improvements.  A legend should be provided in the graphic, which identifies network attributes that 
are “existing” and which are “improvements” being proposed. 

9.2. Identification of Required Transit System Improvements (As 
Required) 

The physical and operational transit system and service improvement requirements identified in the 
TIA must address and ensure that: 

 The existing capacity of the transit service and facilities is capable of accommodating 
the anticipated site generated transit demand; 

 Site generated traffic will not have a noticeable adverse impact on transit operations; 
and 

 There is a provision for the following, if required: 

 Transit service to the area or to the site including potential transit routes; 

 An increase in transit frequency or hours of operation; 

 Special event service; and 

 Transit facilities such as terminals, bays or stops. 

Additional analysis shall be provided to demonstrate that the proposed mitigating measures will in 
fact address the impacts of the site generated traffic.  The Proponent shall consult with the London 
Transit Commission to confirm the feasibility of the provision of new/improved transit services. 
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9.3. Implementation of Required Improvements 

The Proponent must demonstrate that the required improvements are: 

 Implemented in conjunction with the planned timing of the development. For example, 
some roadway improvements may require an environmental assessment prior to 
implementation.  The Proponent must demonstrate that the development will be 
phased or timed, as necessary, in conjunction with the implementation of 
transportation infrastructure or service improvements and/or TDM strategies, to ensure 
that travel supply and demand are kept in balance over time. 

 Feasible given existing operational or physical constraints of the road network, transit 
service or field equipment, i.e., if an advance phase is required at a signalized 
intersection, then the ability of the controller to accommodate additional phases will 
need to be verified; 

10. SITE PLAN, PARKING AND ACCESS REQUIREMENTS 

This section addresses site plan criteria, parking and access locations in order to develop a plan 
that will be harmonized with the surrounding developments and provide acceptable access and site 
circulation for all anticipated modes of travel. 

Points of consideration with respect to site plan criteria, parking and access are: 

 Compliance with the City of London’s Access Management Guidelines; 

 An evaluation of proposed access points with respect to possible mutual interference 
with other adjacent or opposed access points shall be undertaken; 

 An evaluation of sight-lines to ensure safe conditions in accordance with accepted 
standards; 

 An evaluation of the potential for access and circulation movements with on-site 
parking, traffic control, drive through facility etc. to severely impact on-site operations 
or result in vehicle queues extending onto public roadways; 

 Demonstration that the parking policies and standards applied to the development are 
in accordance with City requirements; 

 An evaluation of delivery vehicle/courier unloading facilities and access to these 
facilities with respect to location, size and design. Convenient access shall be provided 
in order to avoid the possibility of pick-up/delivery occurring on City rights-of-way; 

 An evaluation of emergency vehicle access and circulation, including explicit 
designation of the fire route; 

 A description and evaluation of site access provisions for pedestrians and cyclists shall 
be included with particular emphasis on convenient and safe access to transit services 
from the existing/planned facilities to the “front door” of the development; and 

 A description of the measures taken to make the proposed development or 
redevelopment, including on-site transit facilities, where appropriate, accessible to 
persons with personal mobility limitations.  
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11. DOCUMENTATION AND REPORTING 

It is recommended that the format of the TIA follow the guidelines outlined in this document, as 
applicable.  The following is a recommended structure for a standard comprehensive TIA: 

 Executive Summary; (If required) 

 Table of Contents 

 Site/Development Description; 

 Study Area; 

 Existing Conditions; 

 Analysis Periods; 

 Background Travel Demand; 

 Site Generated Trips; 

 Future Travel Demand; 

 Future Traffic Operations and Impacts; 

 Future Transit Operations and Impacts; 

 Improvement Alternatives Required to Mitigate Traffic and Transit Impacts; 

 Functional design drawings; and 

 Conclusions and Recommendations. 

Three (3) copies of the TIA with technical appendices shall be provided to the City of London for 
review.  An electronic copy of the text material and analysis shall be provided in Adobe Acrobat 
(pdf) and/or other mutually acceptable file formats (*.dwg, Synchro 6.0, etc.).  A technical appendix 
included under another cover shall be provided in the case were the analysis and other technical 
materials are too substantial to provide in one document.  The City prefers to have large appendix 
materials provided in electronic format.  Where possible, key maps, diagrams, graphs, tables and 
other exhibits shall be placed adjacent to the relevant text as opposed to an appendix.
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Londoirn'
C A N,À D'A

300DufferinAvenue
P.O, Box 5Û35

Londou ON
N6A4L9

February 7i29.12

M. Elmadhgpri, Manager
Traffi o Erigineerin g and Transpoftation Plann i ng,

At ils ¡ngglihg held on,January 1,G, ?f;12, the Transporlation Advisory Co¡nmittee (TAC) reviewed and

received,a .oommunication, -dated' 
November 8, 201], frorn fvl. Elmadhoon, Manager, Trafüc

Engineering and Transportation Planning, with respect to the draft Access Management Guidelines and

tfre-n ónation lmpäct Assessrnent Ouidet¡nes. The TAC indicated that it suppOrts the principles of
inã À.co$= n¡'ánæérÃänt Gu¡Oeihes to maintain tra*ic h¿* and safèty abng,'arterial roads, The
i : sf.'6,ñdOerir¡g accessîbilfty, pedêStrián, @stS and' transÍt ã9,, p.art of the impact

".g.$f,$ffiff.:ã!N 
a identÈe-d.in the Transportation lrnpa Assessrnent Guidelines, was also noted.

(w,?ffis'.,,

rEB ff 1 2û1?

RËFERREÐ TO:

COFîFS TO:

Betty Ívte-rcier
ComrnittèÈ Secretarl¡



450 HþhburyAvenue N, London, Or¡tario, Canada NSWSil2
Tel: (519) 451-f340
Fa)c {519) 451-4411

Mefiro
To:

From:

GG

Maged Elrnadhoon, Manager Traffic Engineering and Tnansporbtion, City of London

Shahna Mc,Llally, Senior Transit Planner

John Ford, Diredorof Transporhtbn and Planning; Steve Greenly, Managerof Service
Developrnent

January 13,2012

DraftAccess Management Guidelines & Transporhtion lmpact Assessmer¡t Guidelines

Date:

Re:

Thank you for the opportunity to revîew the Draft Access Management Guidelines & Transportation

lmpact Assessment Guidelines. London Transit has reviewed the two documents and offerthe
following comments,

Access Manaeement Guidelines

3.5 Bus Bays

While bus bays may offer a benefit to general vehicular traffic they often impede transit operations-

On busy roadways it can be difficult for the bus to re-enter traffic despite the yield-to-bus legislation.

lmproperly desþned bays are hazardous and may require a stop to be relocated. Generally, bus bays

are only waranted at major route transfer points and scheduled layovers where they are a benef¡t to

trans¡t operat¡ons. The proper mechanism for idenu'foing these locations is through consultation with

London Transit staff and preferably at the EA level as opposed to site specifíc developments and

rout¡ne road re-construct¡ons.

Section 3.5.2 Geometry should be amended to ¡nclude to following standards:

Arterialroads;
60 kph & over

*Storage bay dimensions are for 1 bus; add 14.5 m for each additíonal standard bus, 20-0 m for each

additional articulated vehicle

Entlance
Taner

Storage
Bav *

25m 18.5m

Exit
Taner

25m

\ryidth

3.50m (min)

Crossfall

2%



3.6 Sidewalks

'Sidewalks are required on both sîdes for the complete length of any road on which a school property

fronts ønd on tronsît routæ." - noting the requ¡rement to comply with AODA slandards.

4.3 tay-by

'The operation of the lay-by must be restricted to one-way movements to avoid any vehicle reuersing

movements."

Transportation I moact Assessment GuÍdelines

Overalf we found this document to be very thorough on transit-related matters and hope that it

becomes a sf,andard pract¡ce for proponents to contact LTC directly for information on trans¡t ridership

and operations.

E)ô¡b¡t 2-2 - SpecÛfic TIA Elements

Area wide trans¡t demands should be included in the TlA under the Rezoning process. The existing

Official Plan allows for significant changes in both intensity and land use within the same OP

desîgnatíon. For example, low density land uses are permitted in Medium DensÎty category and some

commercial uses are permfüed ín Residential areas in the OP. These site specific re-zonings have a

broader impact on area trans¡t demands.

o Page 2
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Tra*sportatåoue Planning
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2
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ACCESS MANAGEMENT GIJIDELINES
REVIEW AND COMMENTS

The following comments on the drafr city of London Access Management
Guidelir,rcs dátêd, Juhe" 20 r t have been, prep"r"o òn ¡ãÀãú ;iìd-i;il;
Develgprnent lnstitute

General
As noted in the preface to the Guidelines, a considerable amount of work has
gone.into the preparation of this draft. ns 

" 
i"su¡t"iË c"fd;ñ*. råãLîiä"""t

practice over a range of issues relating to access t¡o and from public streets. ln
rsome casæ"h - e ; ttre gu,idêl¡nes.ãre inconsistent or requ¡ié 

"¡"rmãti*.The following comments idãntify these issues.

List of Exhibits
Exh¡bit 4€ should be,Exhibit4-5

Section 1.2
1s bufle-t -. in addition to the maximum length of a culde-sac, the guidelines
should.include the rnaximum number of dwelling units. 7s is suggõsted.
2"" bullet - no reasons are given for the statemènt that ,,cul-de-ãács 

are
discouraged".

Section 1.4

-Tng 
tiist tu! p'aragraph afer the, bu!9þ'needs:to'be olar'i-fied. The Ìntent appears

tobetodefinéa:hiçþv9-fumeoftraffic:asil0Qlviih,, However"this,isgivenäÈ"*
e,xarnofé-., anu,rlnot 

"s 
à itanaaiJ ('.Ë.lit' 

-¡-'1i 
. 
'--;lrY" - 

.

Section 1,4.3
Minimurn corner cteggnce distances are determined by a number of factors,
rn e¡Udrn0 s-tr,,. iötàssif icâtion,, m ed ian baruiers,anA sign:ai;afion : This see,tion

ryfes 1,9 
rerg.rgng€ tg Figure u,K,5 contained in thelùrban,supplement to the

Fórnetio'Desigtl 
l 

Çuide io r Çanad ia n Róaos pubtished, by the Transportation
Asspeiation of Ca¡E$;(S..4-echeot Tl¡e stând#os ¡ttustra,téd ¡n thts fidri.làr.
widely used to determine appropriate corne-r clearances.
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SectioR 1,4.3.3
Unden npractiæo, the,reference to Ëxhlbit 1-111 shsuld be replaced by a reference
to Table 1-6.

Section 1.5 
,

Under the Hþ¡w.ay and,.Tçaffic.Safet.y Act, the Ministl',y of Transpgrtation has

iurisdiction overthe p.¡ovision of all accesses within 400 metres of an intersection
*ittr 

" 
pro"inciaihighway. the MinistnT's authority should be acknowledged in

this section
. ', tiSectionl'l;l .; ¡,":t :' ',''.,,:'

Thii sectibn requirês add,itionál i¡f.ormation with respect to offset driveways.
Chapter U.K.6., Section i) in the IAC Urban Supþlernent to the Geometric
Design Guide for Canad,ian rRoads, including Figule'U.K.6.4 {attached) discusses
this issue.

ñ"*::#J'f¡,5i o.r bureîs qn pase 13, there shot¡rd be an add,nionar butÞt for the
sentencê beginning 'A design,w,idth suf,ficient to accomrnodate two-way travel...."

Under oPractice", replace the word "metef with "metre".

Section l.l2
nêierence is ntadg'to F.iix¡re E3€ in the MTO Geornetric Desþn'Standards.
This figure should be included.

Section 1.13
T.tl¡ssàG.ti ,qftÌ.otit[$be,,.,W 1¡\Oeess:Wi-dthS:ar-rd.G.Ër,b'fladii." See comment
on SeCät¡n 1;'t{ Þ.w.,i" , 

i 
'

Section 1.14
This sectiOn is redundant. Curb radiifor different land uses and driveway
configurationsereffi,in Tabte 1-6 in the p,revious sectisn.

Section 2.4
The.sentence belov,ENh¡þit,?,4.-should,be qualified to reflect the importance of
maintalni¡g :ade,q¡¡ate slE:nt AiS noe'àt dr¡veway accesses.



Section 3.1
Thissectionshouldbee-xpanded[oincludea'refgçneetothe:NITOGeo'rnetric
il"ig"êudã *ãnoOotojy which'considers design speed, tuming traffig 3nd
rpp"i¡"õ irãmò. Wn¡e ¡tié recognized that this methodotogy is intended for use

on'ruralToads, it provide-s for a.relatively simpleway.to detennine the need for a

left turn lane. Appropriate storage lengths can then be detennined through level

"Ï;;i*ãJ)Ä'Ë.-.ë-otriuo:C.,t,"shouÈ,atso 
i¡14oe,s{srr$âs{i{s,for:deceleration

lengths and taper lenffis.

Section 3.3
a,m,p¿¡ag¡ffi - Giv-en that U-tu¡ns are illegal.u.niess'specifieatfy, penr-ritted, is this

pafäS'iãpt necessaryi ffre bullets listed in this sêetisn adequately identif'y the

iust¡ncaiion f,or a bânÍer,,rnedian.

Sect'rône5
.i

Section 3.7
Thêsê seai¡onsdeal witF¡Roadwa.y Features.Urtìiçfi are nol difeetly asÞscjated

witfr sjþ aCçess: Theirinelusion in the Guidelines shor¡ld'be reviewed.

Sectio¡13.6
The intent of paragraphs 4 and 5 in Section 3.6.1 is not clear and these
paraqraphs Aä noiappear to he consistent with City standards for sidewalks.
Theré is no reference'to sider¡¡alks on local streets or secondary collectors.

Sectignr4.4
'çAi5. éiii¡nsholffi;Þe expanded te pr:o-Eided:g¡¡i$elineéforthe location, width

ånJlãngih of drive-th*ugh lanesf,orvarious utes stlch as banks, fastfood
restaurants and csffee/donut shops

-3-

T,hese cornrnents.' qred bY

F. R'lBeny & Associàtês "
January 13,2012



Figure Lt.K,5
SuEgesled rniniimum corner clearances to driveways
or public lanes at rnciior intefsections

drivgw,ây.;or

length (rni¡.) plus bay taper (das).
2. Lesser values retlect lower votumes and reduced level ol seMce on collectors and locals.
3. R'educed dstançes ieasiþfe îf áuxiliary.lane implemented, see Sectiion: U.K.2.'
Vatuesrbesed'on o?erating. sÞeed of 5û krnltr; higher values desirable
for-h'rghei¡speeds oÊrnay bq Ùar¡.qfe! Þy traffic conditíons,

a. signarls at the cross street

1. Distæce {#) positiôns drivsw,ay or public lane Ìn advance of the left tum storag€

( typiaal')

1. Distancg ( # IpoÈ[iiÞ,1F,,l èYray orpubl¡c lane ln advance of the left tum storage
length (mín.) plus bay taper (des.).

2. Lesser values rêfl€ct lower volumes and reduced level of service on collectors and locals.

stop con'trd at the cross street

u.K - 38

(typical )

April'1995

Sourcg: lÎt,'TranspPrtation an!
l-and Developm€nt', 1988



Figure [J.K.6.4
Sfad ng co n s,ld,eratio ns f or opposi ng drivellrays

:J4
+--¿---

offset driv,e.ry,ays, .., 
,

f

ihis offset:ãvo¡dêd due:to overlappilng'left tums

l'lf b.
i "I I útter offsef anangernent,,but r¡rcqvinq may be ditïicult

directly oppos¡ng or
widely

U'K ' 48 AÞ¡it:tgss

driveways

lt J

N tNü /ilr')

d.
spJit" T " arangemênt dssirable where
crosstraftic iglligband :100 rn or
more is ayaihble,hetween driv€way centrelines
18 potential v"ehlcle osnflicts



r @Æ[ASS-Ess-rE'lgry slËrs
REVIEWI*lW,eOmWEltr'$

,Çç¡,rqrqt
1¡1tg¡pneratr æ- d-rafrg[},üd,..¡***gfe çgr'Tlpr.efienÞ¡ve and qoverthe process

re.eüired to,pro&.uee â Trançpo*ation lrnret Assessment re.pprt.

f"{owgv€r- ü.ùe,gtddelins cor,ÉeÍir+a number of ineotæis@¡c.ies and aþo a ft¡¡nber
of,inct¡"u,s¡o -ir¡Ìti¡eh may not¡e ænrp:eæty appt{cabfeto the GíLy of London. ln
additiqri" there,ar,e,guìdeflngs in use by sther munieipa{ities whose incktsion may
benefft$îê- iE{'*t,Þro-ge$ in Lgrldon. The follorffing cornûìents ideffiify

these{ssuesi 
r

Tableof Coüùtwrts
sed'ipcr''&.2 - efçr{æ -þWSV'æeâ' fQlass.essmerÀt 4reao.

s.es.tigî 1,2
lne néø'fer a þæp,ergti.qn ll¡ipact asses.srner,É sftould be put in the context of
arnenqglqrtg,fs.gle,"Offg."I' the Zenifl5i'BJ|þìtriøqd tfleS,¡tê PfÊrl, Gotftrol ]By-

¡ap a!'aþ

-4e,b.ujfçrL 
T{legçgi$.&ê:werd. {trf,t_Ï,lmfzedr needÐ tobe clartfiç d, ZCIning by-lavrrs

, 
'on:'thed"rdi,ÇWof 

London Trar-+çpgtation lr,npact

.hryfS#; ZOtt häve been p'repared on bd+alf of the

,spÞ ffiforçpWr-qo.'ss,Es* trffewg¡sppçes'arç
piq,pps¡ed;'tlre l . çOu 'aa'd bg3qpirçd in srasport of an
,QPP;TæFP€ for'ç

iffi-+,,ll"$¡ .

T'hét4-ofd;t'q ênf-i
to{.

Seændp$rgg.rePtt - thB pareer, hneeds tq be ernphasìzed and put in the
cor*te,xt'o.f.a'Pf€¡.iï%Tlry rne.eüng with GÍty staff (see bekrw},

ee s,e,r,ÑgrùegssouLd'be eher.€pd to "ft¡tu,r€ cJrarges

øFIVNinor \fttçiaÌrset



Fiê.,Û .' i' .

i#r;l'$làe,,,!t¡egs*¡f ,ggflgqÐr€rc€pftonî."sbiild'be@æedto.'làn

Tlaere s.hsuld be a qsati,fi:çaüqn in,SecÉisn 2.1 ürat a site specific TIA is not
reqgr4gdw.lr.e^n aTIA has been cortpleted in oo¡jr+¡È-tis¡¡ wÊth an A.rea Plan or
Seeon{agV"FIär-r.

SeetrefÌ 22
rne.çffi,ï æÉ't P4a$'æ}tp,9dinþæhangreabty. Leg-a}}y,

Iher€ ¡s,a ,a.secmda.t1l' P.,'Íawf.mxt4.F:Bart of üæ,0fficial'F, {an. This
SìsiSbe.clffi

The $ç$paraggph of Sçct$o{ì 22,r,gÞrs to a flow clart in {p.pen$.ixB' The
se þ"p¡'in'ihê,{Lo,¡v.rþAr[,dç#ffiçq contacûs to Ëstablish SudY Scope and

p.t¡sas:., H *i'Í*$.i 42,&'es not,€dü-ess the. ne. edfo^r aprre-
cons OFr,lrc .=,FltiiiShsuld;bgmanda@forafl TIA'sand'shouH be
tin"&e. o t<¡ ä . ¡Ìêi of "qffiþ b. e .m.,Þ¡rtedt tc¡ 'be pertufmed and proiect
rçW:o,ælÞfl8Èi#.oa.a ,b.asiS" tAfr lsa cqpnl of tlee
rr.'æqpo'ffi!óB æ$--#l.e,s'used b'yttleRe.glonql lvlt¡rtieip¡ti$ of
M{€Éptïq9. Ap,pen.'dx.'ts-ts'ürese Guldelines containsa P*e-Study: Conferenæ
fûErn whietr- WrFJõ-e€q*eþfed Ul¡ né erntity undeÉakir€ &re study or
æ.s , $d$riggèe:bexes reteuant to that partiq¡lar study are chec*ed. lt is
r."tp* of lotAon consjder adopti:ag a'sjmälar approach'

. 'i 
".:l 

': : ..

.ln,the..dtafr [-qnd;eû'f= ,thesectign ofthe ehecklistlreaded "-S-'iþ

o_peræws..qutqi#.ä¡Ñp' if @ffifi ."¡*rotnotoerpartof ar}A.
ft4ry+e: ':'.': " *_*

ffiiH ffiåt[t'"fi¿qcilnies and operarions
On-s'ite traffic ealming elements
P,arfiing æd toading lqyout and deErgn

TFrese are elerrrents d a site Pþqvùh¡ch is usualty prepared by someone other

-2-

tf:e4 the eêrsffi&efin T,he q& pþfr re,uiew p.roe€ss

{
*Ê Pläfl@ird"ÐÊJÊ$@offier

,Qf.SqW ¡wiè,qÊ:,th,æe issues in



€- ¡.-
:

.,'. , ... 
''j l

rç.W¡ Eru desig{t .lnþJBAl fap#Éie-s would, be the responslbilityomtfue 'ì ''', 
"

'':
Seatiorr2.S
T:täs,s. 

"üort 
sl*q*lct'be.ex@l&d to, iL.leJ¡¡clera,,@çngg'to a p. r,e-con$rltatio,rî

rneetþg,as discr¡ss#:",abg,v,e. 'Ìt shgrlkl 4lSo içeJ.t^¡d . a diset¡ssion of *re role of
the lVliOiçWof Tra"gsportation. Under the Hþfuvva¡r and Traffic Safe$ Act, the
Frwi$çç.Ë$.,fr¡nq#$ign ove,¡.all proposedrdêwe.l@lllents wi.thin 800 metr:es of a
provinc$afffi{lwef right.of.rlva¡¡. Tl"urs any proposed development within 8.00

e$ffi,ffi +$t and 'F{fshwayr 4O2, enreiùif,t$lg, developqent h,as no direct

*.s.
.i#';ffd"læseci

bftr :n
agplqtlqn of âr
thæthè"ÍþfrT'o rê

'm+t\nro.S.qlq' @,feË,traBsp"o,,@ipnimp.aot
@t*gltlan the OiVs.

ftle pro-.virecid,'l-rlg-tlwag" ¡eguires tlre approval of

a,*Mts'

,,,çÆ

There çhEr*ld be a reÞreneeto a deÍAqlttmfiic grourttr rate of 1.5 per,cent per
anrmrnlþ,te'æç.4:ffiffiæS,whergkicidtä wé* to deterndne a sib çecific
grovrrth rate'ÌÈ ¡¡oti"r{S ,

þ the,As#s-.snee,nt arÊa. There ar"e

t$-rrch a$W"S s@dhdglqrls, tutl
ê,,.4[9 ær'rc]$t-äi,,.tof cor¡st¡uction The

Ð.getbn,7,*l

, {t@r+kli'be'nsteid
høfuoøøfø¡'al{:.prp$sæd

iöf 6n3È-b,y'ft{psdo.es nol ædt¡ee tFle base
eæiatiorÌ to,,êitter pass-by trips o¡
be r,e ftltt thefisstline" Tríp nates



Segf?qn,.7.5
$,Ês*',.w,RP.e

4-.

R Tt¡ro
lncqrpoÃir.Þ.q'truo thç TIA Gt¡idelines fior Lo¡dr
con.s¡Sþ$'t b.âsb úor $afñc împact evaluations'
ffiff#ll4$fpr Lorrffitin order toprwide a uniform a¡d'

to large devdopfr,rents rafiqq nublic transit
g tr.aveldernand. This is part¡a¡ly.

lâ r*se of ttrre.br,*la .g{s'B€,q!¡iry. There

.i.....": r.\.... -

Sectüsræ9"1
læhile the lasfr Faf.-æ.!?Fh of this s"Êstion disct¡sses the provision of ft¡nc*ional
pl€ins and.m¡.Sçaúe.ãr-a¡¡dngS, the exanrple provided in Exhibtt 9-1 is neither a

iUnCttqnatp+an nor,b-itiûo éé j Exhibif 9-1 is appropriate for a TIA report and

rêfeæ" .ttrfu¡*cçio¡at.pl4¡s,arrdtcr-scatê dr'awingrs sh:ot*ld be ornitþd. These
would'reçF¡ire,a'þ6s"e gan,.devetO,pedfrorn a suw.ey of the site and adjacent
streets:. T"his l¡evel of dæif 'Ë ¡¡plappropriâte for a TtA'

*êas tpüreamr. 'rry-hem

i ànU brr,u¡ p-ait of. &e êva$*dier'r-

Ëtittnnóiiß o-e usêfultfe hauepø-am q sr¡ch æ these

çs$ig.$$ê
@p"ç-r-,r;s$þ
prf.P,,w

.Requúi fo¡ G'apaciryAnelysis,

Wfriffi,

-:;i; 
f,Or slgnal

q,,_$.., øj$,qg , .

irnp'rq¡ç---qçntc æqt{, æ a æBt$t of a

@ü wittr during tfrc PrePardon of a
*.È-priNti.s cinly g ''e of several &cuments

'piixéss',W'{rc fr b @l@t ttEeP$nts
q1y ft-flTêifinçi zat¡Gn of apeW$þlnerÍt

report:



Sç*ple.lS
È..irroi$ 'arêg-enerallyprep-a.rçd þJ othera before aÏA is

onoeÆn' .siti; ciffe er{s sudÍæ'pai'Hrrg suppry arid star'rda*ds

ar.egétilemeA U¡1tnäapree,tiatezoning by-laws Td *" plan s{andards. lt is
apdop¡ide ts. rêqU¡,re'tlæ Ïf*O oo.rnrnent on and justify any departures from

s|än iìeq*,iton"nÈ.' ,fi*,v'-'ø;tr and rqg-utdions ?r'€ met, it sñst*ld not
,bè"aæqt*ærae#of 4he,Ilhþ- amgns.tratrethis-

#':a-ÞS9'g,,W,se.trGtns-ÊStÎtled Tr,ansporfätio"n $rnp-ro-veæent;Fundi:ngf '

and' "Fu¡oümai Cesnm Crauttngsf shoü{d he'del#
!

,,..r , , ., ., ,l ,

i r,

4 r T,-ese,coqìfrte!1-Fw.êfeP¡eParedby
F, R.Bedr&;Açæqi
¿a&&W .ZiZelÌZ :

. {,.:,,.1... '


